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9.1 I N T R O D U C T I O N

Morphologically complex structures sometimes exhibit sound properties that differ 
from those occurring in Simplexes. The relevant properties concern both disdnctive 
features as in (1 a) and arguably non-distinctive features as in (1 b). In (1 d) the occur- 
rence of the diphthong before a stressless syllable closed by a noncoronal obstruent 
violates the so-called ‘Arab Rule’ (cf. Fidelholtz 1967; Myers 1987^).' In (1 b) the phon- 
etic contrasts concern several properties: sbyness and minus differ both in the length of 
the diphthong (marked by the superscripts ‘+1’ (+long) versus F (-long) in the nar- 
row transcription in (1 b)) and in the amplitude o f n. Umeda and Coker (1974: 5) char- 
acterize the phonetics o f suffix-initial n as ‘more consonantal’ as opposed to the medial 
n in words like minus, which is characterized as ‘more vocalic. The relevant contrast is 
represented by ‘+ f  (‘fortition’) versus f ’ (‘lenition’) in (1 b). Because o f those phonetic
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contrasts the words in (ib) do not rhyme perfectly (cf. Z. D. Harris 1951; D. Jones 1956; 
Wells 1990a, b).

(1) a. /noumik/ vs. /kamik/ b. /f[a+lin+f]as/ vs. /m[a 'in f]as/
‘gnomic’ ‘cömic’ ‘shyness’ ‘minus’

How can the special phonology o f the suffixed words in (1) be described? Two trad- 
itional explanations invoke a preference for uniform paradigms, that is, a preference 
for ‘sameness’ in the sound structure o f semantically related units o f Speech (cf. Hum-
boldt 1836) and ‘boundary signals’, which function to mark the edges o f morphologic- 
al constituents (cf. Trubetzkoy 1936,1939: 241-61).

To begin with paradigm uniformity (PU), the relevant preference was traditionally 
conceived to be ‘psychological’ (i.e. ‘one meaning— one form’), inherently conflict- 
ing with ‘physiological’ (i.e. strictly phonologically motivated) preferences, where the 
conflict concerns surface forms. As is well known, this sort of approach was entirely 
dismissed in Generative Phonology (for insightful discussion, see Vennemann 1972), 
but has been revived in Optimality Theory (OT). Specifically, violations o f ‘regulär’ 
phonology due to PU are analyzed in terms o f the domination o f phonological mark- 
edness constraints by PU constraints or output-output correspondence constraints 
(cf Benua 1995, 199-ja, b\ Burzio 1996; Kenstowicz 1996; Kraska-Szlenk 1995; Raf-
felsiefen 1995, 2000). The effect in (1 a) could accordingly be described as in (2), where 
the constraint PufNuc], which requires identical nuclei for words belonging to a sin-
gle paradigm, dominates A r a b , the phonological markedness constraint that prohib- 
its heavy nuclei in certain positions.*

Base: nöum+ik Pu[Nuc] A r a b

namik *!

^  noumik *

The ranking in (2) explains why the Arab Rule is violated in words like b[e\]sic ‘basic’ 
(cf. b[ei\se ‘base’) and an[i:]mic‘anemic (cf. an[v.\mia ‘anemia’), but not in words lack- 
ing a relevant base such as traffic,panic, endemic, and polemic.

A perhaps novel proposal is the extension o f PU to account for the low-level phon- 
etics illustrated in (1 b) (cf. the works discussed in s. 9.5). The idea would be to describe 
the length of the diphthong in shyness (vis-ä-vis the diphthong in minus) also as a PU 
effect, based on vowel length in the free-standing Word shy as in (3a).

(3) a. /f[a+li]n3s//f[ä+li]/ ‘shy’ b. /m[ä~'i]n3s/ ‘minus’ 2

2 I assume with M cCarthy (Ch. 8 above) that PU effects are restricted by ‘ Base Priority’ (cf. Benua 1997) 
unless the concept o f a base does not apply, as in inflectional morphology (especially in agreement morph- 
ology, c f  RafFelsiefen 1995).



Steriade (2000) emphasizes the theoretical implications o f a PU-based description 
for the phonology-phonetics interface. To be affected by PU constraints, phonetic fea- 
tures must be represented in the lexicon. I f  universally non-distinctive features could 
be shown to be affected by PU the distinction between phonology and linguistic phon- 
etics would break down and the notion o f distinctiveness would lose its relevance.

While the conclusion in the preceding sentence follows from the premise3 the ques- 
tion o f whether the premise applies and a certain ‘identity effect’ indeed qualifies as a 
PU effect must be carefully examined. On the second approach to morphophonology 
mentioned above, that is, descriptions in terms o f ‘boundary signals’, there is no need 
for lexical representation o f the low-level phonetic contrasts illustrated in (1 b). That 
is, on Trubetzkoy’s view the rhymes o f words like shyness and minus are identical at 
the phonemic level, and the relevant contrasts would be analyzed as boundary signals 
representing the delimitative, rather than the distinctive, function o f phonology.4 In 
OT, this analysis can be formalized in terms of alignment constraints, which require 
the edges o f morphological constituents to align with phonological constituents (cf. 
McCarthy and Prince 19932z, a generalization of Selkirk’s 1986 edge-based theory of the 
syntax-prosody interface). The relevant constraints are discussed in more detail below. 
For now it suffices to assume that shyness and minus are lexically represented as in (4a), 
that words are systematically aligned with phonological word boundaries such that 
Suffixes are excluded as in (4b), and that feet and syllables must be properly contained 
within phonological words (henceforth pwords) as in (4c) (‘to’ = pword, "L’ = foot):

(4) a. b. c.

[[fäi]STEM[n3S]suf f ix]w o r d  ([/**] stem L  tn3s]
‘shyness’

a o

A  A
(fai)u, n3s

[mäin9s]WORD
‘minus’

([main9s]WORD)ü>

o o

/NA
( m a i n s s ) .

3 The conclusion follows from the premise provided that the relevant features are indeed affected by PU 
constraints directly (cf. Davis (Ch. 5 above), see also n. 61).

4 Trubetzkoy does not discuss this particular example but comparable cases like we learti versus w ill 
eam , where the phonetic differences observed for the / are analyzed as boundary effects derived from iden-
tical phonemic representations.



Given the representations in (4c) the length contrasts o f the diphthongs as well as the 
contrasts in the amplitude o f the n in (1 b) result from a contrast in prosodic Organiza-
tion. That is, the fact that the diphthong in shyness exhibits the phonetic properties 
of word-final (or foot-final) diphthongs is conditioned by the fact that this diph-
thong does indeed occur in pword-final (and foot-final) position, as opposed to the 
diphthong in minus. Similarly, the fact that the n in shyness exhibits ‘initial’ phonetics 
(cf. Umeda and Stoker 1974: 5) results from the syllabification o f this n as an exclusive- 
ly syllable-initial consonant, again as opposed to the n in minus, which also closes the 
preceding stressed syllable.5 One important difference between the two descriptions is 
then that in (4) all phonetic properties o f both shyness and minus are canonical in that 
they are determined by the position o f speech sounds within prosodic constituents, 
whereas on the PU analysis in (3 a) the phonetics o f shyness involves a genuine violation 
o f canonical phonology. A  second difference is that the description in (4) accounts for 
both the difference in the length o f the diphthong and the difference in the amplitude 
o f n as two reflections o f a single phenomenon (i.e. the location o f a specific boundary) 
whereas the correladon between these two effects is in principle accidental in terms of 
PU constraints. Moreover, it is debatable whether the ‘special phonology’ o f the n in 
the suffix -ness can be described as a PU effect because the suffix does not relate to a 
free-standing form.

It appears then that while offen exhibiting converging results, that is, ‘surface’6 
resemblance among related words, PU effects and boundary effects are fundamentally 
distinct. PU effects presuppose the recognition o f paradigmatic relations in the lexi- 
con together with a constraint that prohibits phonological Variation (at some specific 
level o f abstractness) among paradigm members. In terms o f learnability PU effects 
raise the questions o f how learners know the extension o f some paradigm (i.e. how 
they distinguish members from non-members) and how they identify the member 
which functions as the ‘attractor’ and hence determines the direction o f leveling (cf. 
Albright, Ch. 2 above, McCarthy, Ch. 8 above). By contrast, boundary effects, which 
I will also refer to as ‘domain effects’ , presuppose knowledge o f syntagmatic structure. 
In terms o f learnability boundary effects raise the questions of how learners recognize 
morphosyntactic structure and how they learn rules for aligning specific morphologic- 
al constituent edges with prosodic boundaries.

The question o f whether and how PU effects and boundary effects can be distin- 
guished on empirical grounds is vital not only for a proper understanding o f PU- 
related issues (e.g. Under what conditions can PU effects arise? Which members of a 
paradigm can function as attractor?) but also is of crucial significance for the phon- 
ology-phonetics distinction. Given the apparent assumption in some recent work 
that any sort of deviation from simplex phonology observed in morphologically com- 
plex words should be analyzed in terms o f PU (e.g. Hayes 2000; Steriade 2000) the

' According to Wells (1990b) the n in minus is simply a coda consonant whereas the n in shyness forms 
an onset.

6 The citation marks are used here because the precise meaning o f ‘surface’ is the hone o f contention 
here.



main concern o f this chapter is to develop criteria for recognizing boundary effects 
(cf. s. 9.2). The application of the relevant criteria to English in s. 9.3 is the basis for 
the discussion o f major empirical differences between PU effects and boundary effects 
in s. 9.4. In s. 9.5 I discuss some descriptions that I consider marred by the failure to 
properly distinguish PU effects from boundary effects, focusing on poorly motivated 
use o f PU constraints. In s. 9.6 I conclude.

9 . 2  G E N E R A L  C R I T E R I A  F O R  R E C O G N I Z I N G  

B O U N D A R Y  E F F E C T S

A brief review of Dixon’s (1977) work on pwords in Yidip in s. 9.2.1 will serve as a basis 
for developing criteria for recognizing boundary phenomena in s. 9.2.2. In s. 9.2.3 it is 
shown that these criteria are not met in the work of Aronoff and Sridhar (1983), Szpyra 
(1989) and Hammond (1999), arguably as a result o f failing to distinguish boundary 
effects from PU effects. The question o f which phonological diagnostics are relevant 
for recognizing boundary effects in English is discussed in s. 9.2.4.

9 .2 .1 The pword in Yidip

It is a commonplace observation that morphologically complex words may violate 
constraints which are satisfied in Simplexes. Dixon (1977) cites the Yidip words in (5):

(5) Constraint violated:
wäpal#gimba:l#du *La ps e

‘boomerang— without-ERc’ Adjacent unstressed syllables are prohibited
bigu:n#gfmbal *C lash

‘shield— without-ABs’ Adjacent stressed syllables are prohibited

Dixon argues that stress patterns in (5) are explained by the prosodic structure in (6), 
in that the relevant constraints are satisfied within each pword.

(6) (wäpa)^ (gimbäddu),,, (bigu.:n)„ (gimbal),,,

Dixon shows that the pwords in (6) account for clusters o f correlating prosodic prop- 
erties besides stress. Moreover, he discovers that for affixes the number o f syllables 
determines prosodic Integration into the stem: monosyllabic affixes are coherenf, 
that is, they form a single pword together with the stem, whereas disyllabic affixes 
are ‘non-coherent’ , that is, they form separate pwords. By contrast, postinflection- 
al affixes, which syntactically function as modffiers (e.g. -di ‘seif’, -la ‘now’, -budyun 
‘still’), always form separate pwords, regardless of the number o f syllables. Those affixes 
are referred to as ‘M O D ’ for ‘modifiers’ in table (7), where Dixon’s rule is illustrated 
with some abstract examples.



(7) a. [aaoo] WORn —F (aaaa)^
b. [ [aaa] STEM [a] su f f ix ] w o r d —F (aaaa)w
c. [ [aa] STEM [aa] su f f ix ] w o r d —F (aa)w(aa)w
d. [ [aa] STEM [aa] su f f ix  [°1 su f f ix ] w o r d —F (aa)w(aaa)w
e. [ [c kj| STEM [aa] su ff ix [°] mo d ] w o r d —F (aa )u,(aa)l0(a)(

The term W ORD in (7) refers to the ‘grammatical word’. The examples in (ja, b) illus- 
trate a certain type o f neutralization resulting from cohesion, where distinct morpho- 
logical structures are mapped into identical prosodic domains.

9.Z.2 Restrictions on syntax to prosody mapping

Based on Dixon’s description o f Yidip I will propose certain criteria for restricting 
boundary analyses where the restrictions concern the input, the output, and the map- 
ping.

9.2.2.1 Restrictions on the input

The structure o f the input forms must be independently motivated. In (7) this condi-
tion is satisfied because both the distinction between affixes and modifiers and the dis- 
tinction between monosyllabic and disyllabic affixes can be established independent 
o f the aspects o f surface prosody to be explained (e.g. foot structure, vowel lengthen- 
ing).

9.2.2.2 Restrictions on the output

Within the theory o f prosodic phonology, prosodic constituents are defined in terms 
o f their relation to other constituents within the prosodic hierarchy. The relevant part 
o f the prosodic hierarchy is given in (8).

(g) u) pword 

Z foot

A\
a syllable

The prosodic hierarchy is subject to the Strict Layer Hypothesis (cf. Selkirk 1981), 
which consists o f two constraints, here referred to as Hea d ed n ess  (cf. Selkirk 1995) 
and C o n t a in men t . The definitions given below are adopted from Nespor and Vogel 
(1986: 7).7

(9) a. Hea d ed n ess

A given non-terminal unit is composed of one or more units of the imme- 
diately lower category.
(e.g. a pword dominates at least one foot)

7 Peperkamp (1997: 37) describes the second clause o f the original Strict Layer Hypothesis by a con- 
straint ‘P r o pe r  N e s t in g ’ , defined in terms o f alignment.



b. C o n t a in men t

A unit o f a given level is exhaustively contained in the superordinate unit 
of which it is a part.
(e.g. feet are properly contained within pwords)

In this study both Hea d ed n ess  and C o n t a in men t  are assumed to be inviolable 
constraints.8 Deviations from simplex phonology caused directly by the satisfaction of 
either of these constraints are referred to as boundary effects (cf. s. 9.5). For instance, 
the occurrence of stress on adjacent monosyllabic modifiers in Yidip results from the 
satisfaction o f Hea d ed n ess  and qualifies therefore as a boundary effect.

9.2.2.3 Restrictions on the mapping

The mapping from syntactic to prosodic structure is stated in terms of alignment con-
straints, where the left or right boundary o f some morphosyntactic category (‘G C A T’ 
in (10)) is required to align with the left or right boundary o f some prosodic category 
(‘PCAT’ in (10)). ‘E ’ Stands for left or right edge (cf. McCarthy and Prince 1993^).9

(10) a. Al ig n  (GCat, E; PCat, E) 
b. Al ig n  (PCat, E; GCat, E)

The generality o f the constraint Schemata in (10) conflicts with Nespor and Vogel, who 
dehne the pword as ‘the lowest constituent o f the prosodic hierarchy which is con- 
structed on the basis o f mapping rules that make substantial use o f nonphonological 
notions’ (1986: 107). I assume here that the pword is the lowest constituent o f the 
prosodic hierarchy which necessarily aligns with some grammatical boundary, which 
means that the constraint in (11) is also taken to be inviolable.10

(11) A l ig n  ( c d , E; GCat, E)

The violability o f the ‘mirror image’ constraint A l ig n  (GCat, E; to, E) is demon- 
strated by the existence o f cohering afhxes as in Yidip. Assuming that constraints are 
violated only to satisfy higher-ranking constraints the question arises which con-
straints crucially dominate alignment constraints thereby causing cohesion. For Yidip, 
Dixon’s generalization that only monosyllabic Suffixes cohere indicates the relevance 
of the phonological markedness constraint Ft b in , which requires binary feet. Specific- 
ally, assuming that both Hea d ed n ess  and C o n t a in men t  are inviolable (cf. s. 9.2.2.2) 
the ranking in (12) has the desired effect o f integrating monosyllabic, but not disyl- 
labic Suffixes, into the pword o f the stem.

8 These assumptions are not accepted by all linguists. Szpyra (1989) and Hall (1998) propose descrip- 
tions in which H e a d e d n e s s  is violated. In Hannahs’s (1995) description o f French, C o n t a in m e n t  is vio-
lated (cf. s. 9.6.3).

9 The constraint in (10d) says: ‘For any G C at in the representation, align its (right or left) edge with 
the (right or left) edge o f some PCat.’

10 Peperkamp (1997: 30) argues on the basis o f Italian data that pword boundaries do not necessarily 
coincide with syntactic boundaries. However, the evidence cited in support o f this claim is inconclusive 
because the relevant effects could be PU effects instead.



(12) Ft bin  »  A l ig n  (Suffix, L, to, L), A li g n  (Suffix, L, u>, R)

Recall that monosyllabic morphemes are not necessarily integrated into the preced- 
ing pword but only if they are suffixes. The regulär occurrence o f monosyllabic feet 
in modifiers is described by ranking the constraints A li g n  (Mod, L, to, L) and A li g n  
(Mod, R, u>, R) above Ft b in .

9.2.2.4 Summary

It is proposed here to recognize boundary effects if and only if all of the following cri- 
teria are satisfied:

(13) a. Both the morphosyntactic and the phonological structure o f the input
forms are independently motivated.

b. The relation between the morphosyntactic structure and the prosodic struc-
ture is describable in terms o f alignment constraints, such that cohesion’ 
follows from constraint domination.

c. Inviolability o f the constraint A l ig n  (to,E; GCat,E): pword boundaries 
necessarily align with morphosyntactic boundaries.

d. Inviolability o f the constraints FIea d ed n ess  and C o n t a in men t .

In s. 9.2.3 I briefly discuss some previous work on English morphophonology in terms 
o f pwords which fail to satisfy most o f the criteria in (13). In s. 9.3 I present an alterna-
tive description o f prosodic domains in English, where all criteria are satisfied. Since 
noncohesion yields effects that superficially resemble PU effects criterion (13 b) will be 
especially relevant for the empirical distinction between the two types o f effects. The 
working hypothesis to be motivated in this chapter can then be stated as follows:

(14) If a morphologically complex Word exhibits a sound property absent from com- 
parable Simplexes, where this property is necessarily entailed (in the respective 
language) by a domain description satisfying all criteria in (13), then that prop-
erty should be analyzed as a boundary effect, not a PU effect.

For instance, because of the prosodic domains described by the constraint ranking for 
Yidip above, a word with a monosyllabic suffix, but not words containing disyllabic 
suffixes or modifiers, may exhibit stress ‘shift’. Stress ‘neutrality’ in the latter cases is 
accordingly a boundary effect, not a PU effect.

9.2.3 Previous pword-based analyses o f English morphophonology

The core idea o f the descriptions o f English to be reviewed here is to use pwords to 
account for so-called stress neutrality. Stress neutrality is offen associated with specific 
affixes and can be illustrated with the examples in (\ja) versus (15^):

(15) a. ‘stress-shifting’ affixes b. ‘stress-neutral’ affixes
radical+ity —> rädicälity radical+ness —> rädicalness
phöneme+ic —> phonemic develop+ment —» development



sölid+ify —> solfdify 
Sudän+ese —> Sudanese

höspital+fze —> höspitalize 
select+ee —» selectee

All words in (15b) exhibit some type o f irregulär stress pattem, including three adja- 
cent stressless syllables (e.g. rddicalness), no stress on a closed penultimate syllable (e.g. 
development), internal sequences o f unstressed syllables in verbs (e.g. höspitalize), and 
*Ci.ASH-violations (e.g. selectee). No such patterns are seen in comparable Simplexes 
(e.g. the verb ellminäte, not *eliminäte, guärantee, not *guaräntee). Aronoff and Srid- 
har (1983) propose to describe stress-neutrality by excluding ‘stress-neutral’ affixes 
from the pword o f the stem. This proposal, which is adopted by Szpyra (1989) and 
Hammond (1999), is illustrated in (16).

(16) a. ‘stress-shifting’ affixes 
(rädicality)^ 
(phonemic),,, 
(solidify)^
(Sudanese)

b. ‘stress-neutral’ affixes 
(rädical)wness 
(develop)a,ment 
(höspital)mize 
(select) ee

The prosodic structures in (16) account for stress violations and also satisfy criter- 
ion (13c) in that all pword boundaries align with morphosyntactic boundaries. How- 
ever, the other criteria in (13) are not satisfied. Criterion (132z) is not met because the 
distinction between the category ‘STEM ’ and ‘W O RD ’ as in (17), which determines 
prosodic integration in Aronoff and Sridhar’s descripdon, is not motivated on syntac- 
tic grounds but merely encodes the distinct phonological effects o f affixation:11

(17) a. [radical]STEM+ity b. [radical]W0RD+ness 
[phoneme]STEM+ic [develop]WORD+ment 
[solid]STEM+ify [hospital]WORD+ize
[Sudan]STEM+ese [select]WORD+ee

The same criticism applies to Szpyra (1989), who proposes an algorithm for map- 
ping the ‘syntactic’ structures in (18) into prosodic structures. Again, the syntactic rep- 
resentation of the suffix -ity with no left bracket, as opposed to the representation of 
the Suffixes -ness or -ize with a left bracket, serves no other purpose than to account for 
stress neutrality.

(18) a. [[radical] +ity] —» (radicality)^
b. [[radical] [+ness] —> (radical^ness) w
c. [[alcohol][+ize] —> (alcohoO^lize)^

Hammond (1999) does not attempt to analyze the difference between stress-neu-
tral and stress-shifting suffixes in quasi-syntacdc terms but formulates the constraint

11 Aronoff and Sridhar’s rule for constructing pwords says ‘Assign a pword boundary to the edge o f any 
element which is a member o f a major lexical category unless that edge is adjacent to a stem affix’ (1983: 
15). ‘Stem affixes’ differ from ‘word affixes’ with respect to ‘the category o f elements to which they attach’ 
(ibid. 13)).



N eu t r a l it y , which says that ‘Certain affixes cannot be in the prosodic word’ (1999: 
327).12 The wording ‘certain affixes’, which reveals the entirely diacritic character o f the 
rule, Stands for the Suffixes -ist, -ly, -ance, -ence, -ant, -ent, -er, -age, -al, -ive, -ment, -less, 
-y, -able, -ish, -ism, -ed, -en, -s, -ous, -ure, -dom, -ness, -ace, -ian, -ward, -or, -t, -ton, -ate, 
-ite, -ine, -hood, -ize, -itude, -Jul, -eme, -ship, -ette, -ee, -ee, -eer, -ade, -ine, -esque (Ham- 
mond 1999: 325-7).13

Violation o f criterion (i}d) correlates with the violations o f criteria (13b, d). Spe- 
cifically, the structure in (19), which is assumed in all descriptions under review, vio- 
lates the constraint C o n t a in men t , in that syllables ate not properly contained within 
pwords.

(19) a

A\
O N C

(höspita [!)_ ai z]
‘hospitalize’

In the descriptions reviewed here C o n t a in men t  is violated whenever a consonant- 
final stem precedes a stress-neutral, vowel-initial suffix. In addition, some of Szpyra’s 
structures also violate the constraint Hea d ed n ess , in that pwords have no stress (e.g. 
(ness^in (i8£)). Finally, all three analyses fail to obey criterion (13b), in that the ques- 
tion o f why cohesion occurs is not addressed, let alone explained.

The joint failure o f these descriptions to satisfy criteria (13^, b, d) results from a 
single cause, namely the idea that stress-behavior requires a unified treatment. For the 
related language Durch, Booij (1977: 85) notes that ‘The decisive criterion for which a 
boundary must be associated with an affix is not its stress behavior but its influence on 
the syllabification patterns o f the complex word in which it occurs.’ In his subsequent 
work he identifies the relevant boundaries as pword boundaries (cf. Booij 1983,1995). 
In s. 9.3 it is shown that once syllable structure is identified as the main diagnostic for 
recognizing pwords a description for which all criteria in (13) are satisfied becomes 
feasible. On that description there are two distinct sources o f stress-neutrality (which 
in many cases overlap and yield identical results): in words with noncohesive Suffix-
es stress-neutrality is analyzable as a boundary effect (i.e. to satisfy C o n t a in men t ) 
whereas in words with cohesive Suffixes it can only be a PU effect (cf. s. 9.4). Before 
reviewing evidence for this proposal the precise aspects of syllable structure serving as 
diagnostics for pword structure are discussed in s. 9.2.4.

12 The term ‘prosodic word’ is a synonym for ‘phonological word’ .
,} The omission o f -let, -ling, -ing is presumably an oversight. The list also includes a few questionable 

items (e.g. stress in -öKj-suffixation never falls to the left o f the antepenultimate syllable as in gelätinous 
based on gelatine).



9.2.4 Syllable-structure related diagnostics for recognizing 
pword structure

The specific contexts for fortition versus lenition in English Simplexes are well-known 
indicators o f syllabification principles (cf. Kahn 1976). The relevant phonetic contrasts 
can be observed for all consonants (cf. Umeda and Coker 1974) but are most conspic- 
uous for t. In (20a, b) aspiration, a type o f fortition, indicates onset syllabification 
whereas glottalization in (20c) or flapping in (zod, e) are types o f lenition, which indi- 
cate coda association. The data in (20) accordingly suggest that a consonant followed 
by a stressed vowel is syllabified exclusively as an onset. Another consonant may inter- 
vene provided that the cluster exhibits a sonority increase and occurs word-initially 
(e.g. tr, but not tl, st). Other postvocalic consonants are associated with coda position, 
where a following vowel may give rise to ambisyllabicity manifested in flapping (cf. 
Kahn 1976).

(20) regulär
fortition:

O

lä [th] ex 
‘latex’

b. regulär c. regulär d. regulär 
fortition: lenition: lenition:

0  C  C O

1 I V
ni [th] rate A[t’] läntic li [r] er

‘nitrate’ ‘Atlantic’ ‘litter’

e. regulär 
lenition:
C O

V
li [r] er 
Titer’

Violations o f the patterns in (20) abound. Specifically, lenition in (21 a, b) indicates 
coda association, although exclusive onset syllabification is expected. Similarly, forti-
tion in (21c) indicates exclusive onset syllabification, even though (ambisyllabic) coda
association would be expected.

(21) a. unexpected b. unexpected c. unexpected
lenition: lenition: fortition:

C O C O

V # |
lä [r] ex ni [t’] rate pro [th] ibetan
‘late ex’ ‘night rate’ ‘pro-Tibetan’

The choice of syllable-structure related properties such as fortition or lenition as 
decisive diagnostics for recognizing pword structure is supported by the generalization 
in (22), which is free o f exceptions.

(22) Unexpected lenition indicates that a grammatical boundary follows immedi- 
ately (e.g. lä[c]#ex ‘late ex’, m\d\#räte ‘night rate’).
Unexpected fortition indicates that a grammatical boundary precedes imme- 
diately (e.g. pro# [t*1] ibetan ‘pro-Tibetan’).

Apart from satisfying criterion (13c) (i.e. necessary alignment of pword boundaries 
with grammatical boundaries) the pwords recognized on the basis o f ‘unexpected’



lenition or fortition (as opposed to stress-related diagnostics) also invariably satisfy 
C o n t a in men t . Satisfaction o f C o n t a in men t  can in fact be identified as the very 
cause o f the ‘unexpected’ syllabification patterns illustrated in (21). Compare for 
instance the structures in (23a, b), where ‘expected’ onset syllabification o f the bold- 
faced t in night rate would violate C o n t a in men t :

(23) a. 0)

A \
b. j>s “w

j-s (|w) Z Z

0 0
A  /K

0
A\

0

/K
O N  O N C

II All
O N C

1 A 1
O N C

IAI
n ai t rei t ) ( n a i  t ) ( r e 1 t )

nitrate ‘night rate’

Similarly, the t in pro-Tibetan is prevented from closing the preceding stressed syl- 
lable because o f undominated C o n t a in men t . The occurrence of lenition in late ex is 
less clear because flapping possibly indicates ambisyllabicity. Here I follow Kahn who 
separates the obligatory syllabification o f word-final consonants as codas (his rule II) 
from the Tater’ and optional rule o f associating such consonants with following vowel- 
initial words (his rule V). That is, coda association o f prevocalic rin (24b) is necessary 
to satisfy C o n t a in men t  and the relevant structure is preserved in registers where per- 
haps On set  is satisfied as well.

Ü)

A \
b. jk 0)

r
j-s (|w) Z z

ö 0 0 0
A  / K / I \ / K

O N  O N C O N C O N C

M I I A 1 A \ A  1 A
I ei t e k s ) (1 ei t)1 ( e ks
latex’ Tate ex’

The analysis o f the syllabification patterns in (23^), (24^) as boundary effects correlates 
with the satisfaction of Hea d ed n ess , manifested by the stability o f the weak foot in 
night rate, as opposed to nitrate (cf. the variant nitr[s\te). Similarly, the stability of the 
boldfaced pretonic foot in subeditor shown in (25 a) correlates with satisfaction o f C o n -
t a in men t  (i.e. ‘unexpected’ coda syllabification of b before a stressed vowel). Regular 
phonology o f pretonic syllables within single pwords is shown in (25b), where the (his- 
torically related) prefix is prosodically fused with the stem (cf. also [sab\servient, ‘sub- 
servient’, [sab\sidiary ‘subsidiary’).



(25) a. b. CO

z z
1 ^ X  X \
a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

/ K  A  / K  A \ A  / K  / K  A \
O N C  N C O N C O N C O N O N C O N C O N C
1 1 1 1 V 1 V 1 1 1 1 1 l/V 1 V II

( s a  b ) ( e d 1 t 3 r ) (s 3 b 5r d s n a t )
‘subeditor’ ‘subordinate’

The claim that satisfaction o f C o n t a in men t  correlates systematically with satisfaction 
o f Hea d ed n ess  does not entail that every monosyllabic morpheme forms a separate
pword and therefore must be stressed. Consider again the example shyness in (26),
where fortition o f n is a boundary effect which indicates that n does not (ambisyl- 
labically) close the preceding syllable (as opposed to the n in minus). Whether shyness 
involves recursive pword structure as in (26a), or not, as in (26b), both C o n t a in men t  
and Hea d ed n ess  are satisfied. Note that in (26a) the topmost pword satisfies Hea d -
ed n ess  because it dominates a foot (though not immediately).

(26) a. w b. c.

(0 \ to CO
1

Z \ Z
1

X
| \ | X \
0 0 0 0 0 0
A /K > > /K /N

O N  O N C O N  O N C O N C O N C

1 A 1 1 1 1 A 1 1 1 1 A V II
(( f  a 1) n*fa s ) (J  ä 1) n*fa s 

‘shyness’
(mai n"f a s)

‘shyness’ ‘minus’

While accounting for ‘unexpected’ lenition in (23^), (24b), the syllabification o f the 
pword-final consonant as a coda raises the question of how to describe the exceptional 
rhyme structure in those words. The fact that ‘superheavy’ rhymes such as [ait] occur 
word-finally, but not word-internally (cf. [xt.\las, but not *[äit,]las) has led some pho- 
nologists to analyze word-final consonants in English as onsets, rather than codas (cf. 
Giegerich 1985; Kaye, Lowenstamm, and Vergnaud 1990; John Harris 1994; Piggott 
I999)-'4 I*1 (27) h *s shown that both generalizations could be upheld if one were to 
distinguish between a phonological (lexical) and a phonetic syllable, such that rhyme 14

14 According to Piggott (1999), word-final consonants should be analyzed as codas in languages where 
they have a coda profile and as onsets in languages where they have an onset profile. English clearly rep- 
resents the latter type.



restrictions are evaluated in the lexicon. The observation that word-final consonants 
pattern structurally with onsets, but phonetically with codas, is henceforth referred to 
as ‘Final-C effect’ .

(27) a. lexical representation:
A

O N O

IA I
( / g o u t/ ) „

o o
A A

O N O N

I AI I
( / g o u t  i/)u

b. phonetic representation: /N
O N C

I AI
([g o u t ] ) 
‘goat’

0)

C. o o
A A

O N O N

I AI I
( [g o u th i:])u,
‘goatee’

Given the representadons in (27), t is ‘resyllabified’ in goat, but not in suffixed goat-
ee. While the approach to the special Status of word-final consonants in (xja) is by no 
means cogent'5 it is adopted here because o f the striking parallelism in the distribu- 
tion o f word-final consonants and word-internal onsets (rather than word-internal 
coda consonants).'6 Implicadons o f the representation in (27) for possible PU effects 
are discussed in s. 9.5.2. For now it suffices to state that syllable-based diagnostics for 
pword structure satisfy criteria (13c) and (13d). Satisfaction o f criteria (13^) and (13^) is 
the topic ofs. 9.3.

9.3 P R O S O D I C  B O U N D A R I E S  I N  

E N  G L I  S H M O R P H O L O G Y

In this section I present morphosyntactic representations o f English words, including 
compounds (cf. s. 9.3.1), prefixed words (cf. s. 9.3.2), suffixed words (cf. s. 9.3.3) and 
some clitic structures (cf. s. 9.3.4), on the basis o f which prosodic boundaries can be 
described in terms o f interacting alignment and markedness constraints. As a result a 
significant part of English morphophonology is described without invoking PU (or 
lexical strata). For more details I refer the reader to Raffelsiefen (2004/?), a further 
development and partial revision o f my earlier work on the pword in English (cf. Raf-
felsiefen 1993,1999#, b). Similar structures are assumed by Hall (2001, 2002). 15 16

15 cf. Hall (2001, 2002) for an alternative analysis, where the special Status o f pword-final consonants is 
described by a constraint which requires trimoraic rhymes to align with the right edge o f a pword.

16 Some independent evidence for distinguishing phonological from phonetic principles o f syllabifica- 
tion is discussed in RafFelsiefen (20044z).



9-3-I The prosody o f compounds

9.3.1.1 Morphosyntactic structure and alignment

For compounds I assume the morphosyntactic representations in (ztta), which are reg- 
ularly mapped into the prosodic structures illustrated in (28^). The relevant alignment 
constraints are stated in (28c).

(28) a. [ [laim] Word [lait]Word]Word -> b. (laim)Jlait)^ 
c. A l ig n  (Word,L; ü>,L), A l ig n  (Word.R; tü,R)

The mapping in (28) is supported by the regulär occurrence o f boundary effects, 
including the Hea d ed n ess  effect (i.e. the stability o f the final foot in (19a)) and the
Final-C-effect (i.e. [aim.l]). 

(29) a. Js  Jw  

Z Z

3---

o 0 O O

A  A A n A
O N O  O N O

1 A 1 I A I
O N C O N O

(1 ai m ) (1 ai t ) 
‘limelighf

( g  1 m 
‘gimlet’

l a t )

Unmistakable C o n t a in men t  effects are seen in compounds like nigh[t'\ rate ‘night 
rate’ or nigh[c]owlcm \̂\t owl’.

The rule in (28) accounts for all productive compounding in English and suffices for 
the purpose of this chapter. Closer scrutiny o f the data reveals a systematic asymmetry 
between compound members. If the righthand member o f the compound becomes 
obsolete thereby losing its word Status, fusion results necessarily (e.g. nose-\thyrl— 
(nöstril)^, know- l̂eche— (knöwledge)^). By contrast, if  the lefthand member becomes 
obsolete boundary effects may persist (e.g. t  Tues-day— (Tues^fdäy) J .

9.3.1.2 Cohesion

Compounds do not exhibit systematic phonologically conditioned fusion. There are 
sporadic cases of historical fusion o f formerly separate prosodic constituents as in (30), 
which I will refer to as ‘High Frequency Fusion’ (HFF).

(30) (vinejjyard),, > (vinyard)^
(sheepljherd),,, > (shepherd)^
(cupljboard)^ > (cupboard),,,
(neck)u>(lace)ul > (necklace)^

HFF differs from other types of fusion discussed below in that it affects the prosodic



structure o f individual words and is insensitive to syntactic structure.'7 HFF is instruc- 
tive in that it reveals the relatedness o f ‘Final-C’ effects, C o n t a in men t  effects and 
Hea d ed n ess  effects (e.g. vfainlvärd > v[fn]y[a]rd ‘vineyard’).

9.3.2 The prosody of prefixed words

9.3.2.1 Morphosyntactic structure andalignment

Regarding their prosodic structure, historically prefixed words in English fall into 
three categories illustrated by the phonetic transcriptions o f the verbs seduce, reduce,
berate and rerate in (31) (cf. Raffelsiefen 1999t?).18 Prosodic structures unattested in sim
plexes are boldfaced.

(31) Phonetic transcriptions Prosodic
(Wells 19900): representations:

I [sidjiks], [sadjü:s] (seduce)^ ‘seduce’
II [ridjuis], [radjuis], [ri:djü:s] ((reljfduce)^ ‘berate’

[bireit], [baren], [biireit] ((b e^ ra te)^ reduce’
III [rureit]19 (re)1I>(rate)0) ‘rerate’

Phonetically, the (historical) prefix in seduce is indistinguishable from compar-
able strings in Simplexes like sedart, which is transcribed as [sidsen], [sadten] in Wells 
(1990a). Since they exhibit no morphophonological effects, category I words are rep- 
resented as a single pword in (31).

The claim that prefixes can form separate pwords as in category III is consistent 
with all diagnostics (cf. Booij and Rubach 1984). The ungrammaticality o f reducing 
the pretonic syllable (cf. *r[s\rdte) follows from the inviolability o f H ea d ed n ess . Cor- 
relations with C o n t a in men t  effects can be observed for consonant-final prefixes (cf. 
the discussion o f subeditor in (25a)). Additional correlations with ‘Final-C’ effects are 
seen in cases like [äut.r]«« outrun’, [paust.^rdduate ‘postgraduate’. Prefixes which 
form separate pwords differ prosodically from first members o f compounds only with 
respect to relative prominence:

(32) a. to$ b. tüs
([post] pRgp )̂ ([graduate] WOrd ) ([pos t] WOr ü) ([office] WOr d )

The prosodic motivation for category II in (31) concerns the fact that for many 
Speakers the prefix in reduce is prosodically distinct from both seduce, which exhibits 
no effect, and rerate, where the prefix forms a separate pword. Specifically, category II 
words are typically represented with a third pronunciation in Wells (1990t?), which is

17 H FF may be partially sensitive to phonological properties, specifically the occurrence o f perceptual- 
ly weak boundary signals.

18 W hile category I prefixations are typically Romance loanwords and category III prefixations are typ-
ically native coinages, category II prefixations include both loanwords (e.g. reduce) and native coinages 
(e.g. berate).

19 The verb rerate is not listed in Wells but the prefix re- in many comparable words including rerun, 
rewrite, redo is transcribed with a stress mark and vowel length.



unattested in Simplexes but unlike the prefixes in category III is not transcribed with 
a separate stress mark (cf. Wells 1990a, Webster’s 1984). To account for the relevant 
prosodic contrasts I tentatively propose the representation in (31), where the Variation 
characteristic for category II results from the instability o f a pretonic foot not forming 
a separate pword.

I will now present evidence that the three distinct prosodic categories motivated on 
phonetic grounds in (31) reflect three distinct syntactic properties o f prefixes and are 
therefore analyzahle as boundary effects. Category I includes words for which the (his- 
torical) prefix is simply not recognized. The prefixes in category II determine the cat-
egory o f the derived word and function accordingly as heads while those in category 
III do not affect the category o f the derived word and therefore function as modifiers. 
Assuming that head affixes by definition combine with stems whereas modifier affixes 
combine with words the prosody o f prefixation can be derived from morphosyntactic 
structures in terms o f the alignment constraints in (28c) and (33b).10

(33) a. I [sedüce]WORD -> (seduce),,,

II [ [re] h ea d  PRijtdüceljT^MlwoRD “ * ((re)i diice)^
[[I^Ih e a d pr e f ^ ^ st em -̂wo rd  ((be)x rate)^

III [ M modp re f ^ ^ J w o r dWo r d  ~ * (rdu/räte)^
b. A l ig n  (Mod Prefix, L; u>, L), Al ig n  (Mod Prefix, R; w, R) 

Au g n  (Head Prefix, L; £  , L), Al ig n  (Head Prefix, R; £ ,  R)

According to the description in (33) ‘stem recurrence’ is irrelevant to the prosody of 
prefixed words. In fact, re-prefixation never exhibits boundary effects, regardless of 
stem recurrence as is shown in (34̂ 2). By contrast, be-, re-, and de- prefixation consist- 
ently exhibits boundary effects, even if  the stem does not recur as is shown in (34^).

a. s[i]düce, s[a]düce, *s[i:]düce ‘seduce’ reduce, induce, produce, 
deduce, adduce

s[i]lect, s[a]lect, *s[i:]lect ‘select’ elect, prelect, collect
s[i]cliide, s[3]clüde, *s[i:]düde ‘seclude’ exclude, include, preclude, 

conclude
b. b[i]gin, b[a]gm, b[i:]g!n ‘begin’ —

r[i]lent, r[a]lent, r[i:]lent ‘relenfi —
d[i]slre, d[a]sfre, d[i:]si're ‘desire’ —

Why is a prefix recognized in (34b), but not in (34a)? The prefixes in (34b) relate to a 
category III-prefix (e.g. re-, de-,pre-) or occur in combination with words. For instance, 
on the basis of the type o f words in (352z, b) learners infer that be- is a head prefix. This

!°  It might be objected that the distinct morphosyntactic representations o f seduce versus reduce in 
(33a) fail to account for the shared ‘duce— duct alternation observed for various verbs ending in -duce (e.g. 
reduce— reduction, induce— itiduction, seduce— seduction). However, such alternations can be shown to 
‘survive’ in words which synchronically are clearly analyzed as Simplexes such as German fressen ‘eat (o f an 
animal)’ , past tense: fraß (where initial [fr] is the fused reflex o f the prefix ver-) which continues to pattem 
with the historical base essen ‘eat (of a person)’, past tense: aß.



knowledge is then applied to all verbs or adverbs where the prefix be- can be recog- 
nized with the result that the remaining part of the word is categorized as ‘STEM ’:

(35) a. [[be][little] ADj] VERB
[[be][witch] no u n W r b If [beX]WRB , then [[be]HEADPREF[X]STEM]WORD 
[[be] [devilJyjßgJyj^ 

b. [[be] [low]A[)j]ADVERB
[[be][hind]ADj]ADVERB If [beX]AE)vERB > chen 
[[be] [fore]^] ADVERB 11 H EAD PREF [X] stem W o r d

The relevance of the syntactic category o f the derived words in (35) is indicated by 
the fact that no prefix is recognized in the adjective benign or the noun regatta (cf. 
the ungrammatical pronunciations *b[i:]nign, *r[i:\gdtta). Similarly, the pronuncia- 
tion *s[r.\düce is unacceptable because there are no verbs which allow for a prefix se- to 
be recognized.21 22

Whereas the prosody o f category II words depends on the recognition of prefixes 
(rather than recurrent stems) the prosody o f category III words depends on the syn-
tactic relation between the prefixed word and its base. I f  they commute the prefix is 
classified as an optional modifier and mapped into a separate pword (the symbol 
indicates commutation in (36)):“

(36) If[[X] pr e f  W ]w o r d  <—> [Y]w o r d  , then [[X]MODPREF[Y]WORD]WORD 
Example: Mary [rewrote <-> wrote] the letter.

I f  the syntactic condition in (36) is satisfied even non-recurring prefixes like ab- reg- 
ularly form a separate pword (cf. also (antl^arctic)^ antarctic, (arch)ul(angelic)lil arch- 
angelic):

(37) [abnormal normal] (behavior)
therefore [[ab]MODPREF[normal]WORD]WORD -> (ab)lu(normal)UJ

Similarly, all prefixes in (38^), but none o f the (historical) prefixes in (38^), function 
as modifiers and consequently form separate pwords:

(38) a .  [ [ m is ]MODPREF[a l lia n c e ]WORD] WORD —> (m ls )v (a llfa n c e )u

( m is l ja l l i a n c e ) , , ,

b. (m is a n th rö p e )^

[ [ im ] m o d  p r e f  [m o b ile ]  WORD] w o r d —> ( I fn l^ lm ö b ile l^ ( im m e d ia te )^

[ M m o d  p r e f  [e le g a n t]  w o r d ] w o r d —> (in l^ fe le g a n t)^ ( in s ip id )^

[ [“ ] MOD P R E F ^ g ^ ]  Wo r d ] WORD —> 0 1) B (l^ g a l)u (illü s iv e )^

For phonetic evidence that even assimilating prefixes can form separate pwords I refer 
the reader to Wells (1990«) (cf. Webster’s 1984), where prefixes functioning as modi-
fiers are distinct with respect to syllabification and stress from (etymologically) related

21 This dcscription differs from previous ‘stem-oriented’ approaches, where reduce and seduce are repre- 
sented on a par (e.g. re=duce, se=duce in Chomsky and Halle (1968)).

22 Occasional apparent counter-examples such as the intransitive use o f reconsider, where the prefix 
forms a separate pword, (VMary reconsidered versus *Mary considered) are best understood as elliptical.



prefixes which do not function as modifiers (for detailed discussion, cf. Raffelsiefen 
1993,1999a). The phonetic facts accordingly argue against descriptions where putative 
‘level-i-properties’ such as assimilation are used as evidence to motivate integration of 
the prefix iN- into the pword o f the stem (cf. Szpyra 1989).

The syntactic determination o f prosodic form observed in prefixation is part o f the 
larger generalization that modifier function words as in (39a) form separate pwords 
whereas head function words illustrated in (39b) do not. Again, the syntactic Classifica-
tion is based on optionality as in (39a) versus obligatoriness as in (39A):

nnt, *nat ‘not’ She may (not) like it.
den, *San ‘then’ And (then) she left.
mAtJ, ‘ matjmuch’ She is (much) older now.
jet, *jat ‘yet’ It has (yet) to be decided.
tu:, *ta ‘too’ Mary (too) likes fish.
3:1, G l ‘all’ She was (all) skin and bones.
bAt, Vbat ‘but’ Theres no one here *(but) me.
Sam, VSan ‘than’ She’s older *(than) Beth.
kam, Vksn ‘can’ She *(can) do it.
send, Vsnd ‘and’ Mary *(and) Beth are here.
tu:, Vt3 ‘to’ Mary wants *(to) go.
sez, Vaz ‘as’ Mary is happy *(as) a lark.

The seemingly mysterious absence o f the weak form *nat, perhaps first noted by 
Zwicky (1977), is characteristic for modifiers. Given the mapping in (40a) this absence 
follows from the necessary satisfaction o f Hea d ed n ess  and is hence a boundary effect. 
The generalization that function words do not form separate pwords (cf. Selkirk 1995) 
should accordingly be restricted to head function words for English:

(40) a. [not]MODFW -4  (not)^ 
b. [but] HEAD FW (but)E

Given that affixes are also function words the prosody of prefixation follows the pat-
tem illustrated in (40). Note that the generalizations in question cannot be mimicked 
in terms o f PU constraints.

9.3.2.2 Cohesion

Category I prefixes cohere by definition whereas category 111 prefixes exhibit only HFF 
illustrated in (41a) (compared to regulär prosody in (41 b)):

(41) a. (disintegrate)^ b. (disljorganize)^
(mistake),,, (mis)llJ(print)<II
(extraordinary)^ (extra)u)(marital)al

Fusion in (41 a) is not a synchronic process but is a fact about individual words, com- 
parable to the fused compounds in (30). Contracted nt forms mentioned above also 
exhibit this sort of fusion (e.g. (won’t) ,̂ (can’t)cü versus may (not) J .



Unlike modifier prefixes, head prefixes exhibit regulär phonologically conditioned 
cohesion. In (42a) a monosyllabic prefix is followed by a stem with an initial stressless 
syllable. A  Q-final prefix is followed by a vowel-initial stem in (42b) and by a Cpinitial 
stem in (42c), where Q  and C, are consonants which may differ only in voicing.

(42) a. [[felHEAD PREF [concfle]st em] WORD —» (reconcile)^

[ [iml h ead  pr ef  [beeile] st em] WORD (l'mbecile)^
[ [de] h ead  pr ef  [rogäte]STEM]WORD -> (derogäte)^

b. [ [dis] h ead  pr ef  [aster] st em] WORD (disäster)^
[[en] h ead  pr ef  [ämor] SXEM] WOr d (enämor),,
[ [sub] h ead  pr ef  [ördinate]STEM] WORD (subördinate),,,

c. [ [sub] HEAD pfceh [poena]st em] Wo r d —> (su[p]o£na)w ‘subpoena

[ ten] head  pr ef  [noble] SXEM] wo r d —> (e [n] öble)  ̂‘ennoble’
[ [itn] head  pr ef  [mcrsc]STEM]WORD —> (ilmlerse)  ̂‘immerse’

Cohesion in (42^) can be described in terms o f domination o f alignment constraints 
by phonological markedness constraints. The observation that a head prefix followed 
by a stem with an initial stressless syllable never exhibits boundary effects is described 
by ranking F t b i n  above A l i g n  (Head Prefix, E; X , E) (cf. the similar effects in Yidip). 
This is because the initial stressless stem syllable is integrated into the syllable head- 
ed by the prefix to satisfy F t b i n . This specific effect is ruled out for stems with initial 
stress with the result that the regulär boundary effects in the verbs in (43d) are absent 
in the respective cognate nouns in (43^), where the prefixes regularly cohere. The fused 
words in (43^) are prosodically indistinguishable from Simplexes (cf. restrictions on 
vowel quantity as in d[h\rivdtion, [e]lefant, not *d[\:]rivdtion, *[i:]lefant).li

(43) a - [[de]h ea d PREp[r*v^ st em]Wo r d  ~ * ((d[i: ])j; rfve)u derive
[ M h EAD PREF^te]stem ! WORD -*  ((r[i: ])£ fute)^ ‘refute’

b- ([de]he ad PRF.K[rivation)sTKM]WORD14 -> (dtejrivation)^ ‘derivation’
[ [reJ h ead  pr ef  [futätion] stem ] Wo r d  (r[e]futätion)u ‘refutation

The relevant constraint causing cohesion in (42^) is the constraint O n s e t , which 
requires every syllable to have an onset. In (42c) it is the constraint *CiC 1, which pro- 
hibits adjacent consonants with (near) identical features. The ranking is given in (44):

(44) F t b i n , O n s e t , * Q Q  »  A l i g n  (Head Prefix, E; X , E)

The morphosyntactic structures in (42) are not necessarily meant to represent Speak-
er knowledge. Indeed, the absence o f boundary signals in the fused pwords in (42) is 
likely to prompt (re)analysis o f these words as Simplexes. The point is that for head 
prefixes the sort o f phonological conditions illustrated in (42a, b, c) necessarily leads

2’ The dependency o f boundary effects on initial stem stress is also seen in (i), where the initial stem syl-
lable can be stressed as a result o f being closed.

(0 [[^HEADPREFixHaxlsTEidwoRD ((rB 0)i lax)u, relax
[lre]HEAD PREFIX[ ^ tion]stem ]Wo rd  “ > ((r[i:])z laxation)w ‘relaxation

24 The suffix -ation coheres and can therefore be ignored here (cf. s. 9.3.3.2).



to prosodic fusion. There is thus a real, syntactically conditioned difference between 
the words in the ‘A-rows’ in (45), which contain modifier prefixes and yield systemat- 
ic boundary efFects, and the corresponding words in the ‘B-rows’, which contain head 
prefixes and do not exhibit boundary efFects.15

(45) A [[relMODPRHF [combi'ne] w o r eJ w o r d —» (rfi: ])10(combfne)lu ‘recombine’
B ffre]HEAD PREF [concfle],yrEM] WORD —> (rfelconcile)^ ‘reconcile’
A 1 lunl mo d  pr ef  fable] w o r d ]w o r d -¥ (unl^läble)^ unable’
B ffen] h ea d  pr ef  fable] st em] w o r d -> (enäble)^ ‘enable’
A ff*m] mo d  pr ef  fmörtal] w o r d ] w o r d —» OfmDwffmJörtal) ‘immortal’
B f f ‘ m] HEAD PREF [mi'ngle] STEm] WORD —> (i fm] ingle)^ ‘immingle’

The absence of phonologically conditioned cohesion for modifier prefixes follows from 
the ranking of the constraint A l i g n  (Word.L; co,L) above the phonological marked- 
ness constraints in (44), which also accounts for the absence of the relevant cohesion 
efFects in compounds.

9.3.3 Suffixation

9.3.3.1 Morphosyntactic structure and alignment

Unlike prefixes, suffixes never function as modifiers but always as heads.25 26 Analogous 
to the representation o f head prefixes, suffixed words are consequently uniquely repre- 
sented as f[X]STEM[Y]HEADSUEEIX] Word - "Fbe morphosyntactic and corresponding pro-
sodic structures are illustrated in (46).

f fhope]st em [less] h ead  su f f ix ! w o r d -¥ (houp)ü,bs
[ [ whole] STEM [some] HEAD su f f ix] w o r d -> (houll^sam

f [c0°l] STEM fness] HEAD S U F F l x l  WORD —> (ku: Ilonas

ff taste] STEM [ful] HEAD su f f ix] w o r d -> (teistl^fal
[ [duke] STEM [dom] HEAD SUEEIX] WORD (du: kl^dam

t ta‘ l] STEM fment] HEAD SUFFlxl WORD -> (edl^mant

25 In Webster’s (1984), but not in Wells (1990*/), immortal and other words including the modifier /TV- 
(e.g. illegal, irregulär, immoral) are represented with an optional geminate sonorant, as opposed to immin- 
gle and other words including a head prefix, which never include a geminate. Wells represents a contrast in 
syllabification between words like inapt (i.c. insapt), where /TV- functions as modifier, and words where it 
does not function as a modifier (e.g. isnert ‘ inert’). Both dictionaries represent a contrast in stress between 
modifier prefixes, including /TV-, which have secondary stress, as opposed to head prefixes. The contrast in 
syllabification between enable and unable is represented in M acCarthy (1945), but neither in Webster’s nor 
Wells. MacCarthy also distinguishes modifying /TV-, always transcribed with secondary stress and with [n] 
before velars (e.g. i[n]cdpable, i[n]cömpetent) from head prefixes, which he never marks for secondary stress 
and transcribes with [13] before velar stops (e.g. i[vj\clöse ‘inclose’, i[i)\cür ‘ incur’).

26 This claim may seem to be contradicted by the fact that the derived form commutes with the base 
in cases like piglet—pig, waitress— waiter. However, in related languages where grammatical gender dis- 
tinctions are retained it is seen that the gender o f the suffix, rather than the base, invariably determines 
the gender o f the derived word (e.g. German diminutive -eben is neuter, therefore der StuhlMASC but das 
Stühlchenm m ).



Ihe right pword boundary in (46) could be described by positing the constraint A li gn  
(Stern, R; u>, R) or, alternatively, the constraint A l ig n , (Head Suffix, L; u), R). The 
mapping in (46) is supported by all relevant diagnostics. Apparent violations of rhyme 
structure are explained if  the stem-final consonant is pword-final and consequent- 
ly associated with an onset in the lexicon. Correlating ‘Final-C’ and C o n t a in men t  
effects are seen in (47a), where the stem-final consonant has exclusive coda properties 
(i.e. glottalization), thereby contrasting in a subtle manner with corresponding word- 
internal stops as in (47^). Related effects were observed in shyness versus minus.

(47) a. ho[p’l]ess‘hopeless’ b. du[pl]icate ‘duplicate’
lü[kT]ess ‘luckless’ de[kl]arätion ‘declaration’

The analysis o f the special phonology reviewed here as boundary effects raises the 
question of how learners arrive at the underlying morphosyntactic structures in (46). 
Analogous to the procedure specified for head prefixation I assume that given the 
occurrence o f some suffixations based on free stems as in (48a) learners abstract the 
affix-based syntactic parsing rule specified in (48 b).

(48) a. [ [goal] NOUN [less] ] ADJ b.
[ [ ti me] NOUN [less] ] ADJ If [ [X] [less] ] ADJ,
[[tooth]NOUN[less]]ADj then [[X]STEM[less]HEADSUFFIX]WORD

The result o f applying the parsing rule in (48^) is illustrated in (49). Significantly, syn-
tactic properties o f the stem in isolation (i.e. free versus bound) are not represented.27

(49) [ [fruit] STEM [less] HEAD SUFFIX] w o r d

[ [gorm] STEM [less] HEAD Suf f dJ  w o r d  
[[ruth] STEM [*essl HEAD SUFFIX̂  WORD

To rule out the application o f the rule in (48^) to adjectives such as meticu[ bs] ‘metic- 
ulous’ yfrTo[bs] ‘frivolous’ additional criteria have to be invoked, induding the pres- 
ence o f a privative meaning and, for literate learners, perhaps also a certain spelling. 
Importantly, the data from head suffixation confirm the generalization established 
earlier: if  there exist words on the basis o f which a head affix can be learned, the words 
containing that affix exhibit stable boundary effects, whether or not the stem recurs.28 
Here a significant contrast with PU effects emerges, to be discussed in s. 9.4.3.

17 I disagree here with Hall, who posits underlying’ pword structure for affixations based on bound 
stems such as ruthless, as opposed to derived pword structure in affixations based on free stems such as sun- 
less. Halls claim that in cases like ruthless ‘the morphological boundaries were lost but the prosodic struc-
ture was retained’ (Hall 2001: 432) conflicts with the fact that native Speakers do recognize a suffix in this 
word and raises the question o f why putative loss o f morphological structure invariably entails retention 
o f prosodic structure as long as an affix can be recognized, but not otherwise (cf. the cases nostril, seduce s. 
9.3.2.1, and pumpkin, s. 9.4.3).

18 This claim contradicts the common assertion that the category o f the stem is crucial to the prosodic 
Organization o f suffixed words: ‘To describe the types o f junction characteristic o f a suffix, it is necessary 
to distinguish two types o f theme, independent and dependent. The theme is independent when it may 
stand alone, without the suffix, as a complete word . . . The dependent theme is one which cannot stand 
alone’ (Newman 1948). The opinion expressed in this quote is based on a misinterpretation o f the fact that



9-3-3-2- Cohesion
Pwords included in suffixed words are unexceptional in that they are sporadically 
affected by historical HFF, with concomitant loss of boundary efFects. Examples are 
given in (50).

(50) (wise) uldom > (wiz.dam) w ‘wisdom’
(worth) u,ship > (wer. Jap) w ‘worship’
(hand)wsom > (haen.sam)  ̂‘handsome’
(friend) ̂ ship > (frenJap) u ‘friendship’

As for systematic phonologically conditioned cohesion, suffixation exhibits interest- 
ing parallels to other head affixation discussed in s. 9.3.2a. Clear evidence for the 
domination of A l i g n  (Stem, R; u>, R) by O n s e t  is seen in (51), where aspiration of the 
stern-final consonant indicates the Integration of the vowel-initial suffix.

(51) [[sanit]STEM[ize]HEADSUFF|X]WORr, —> (sanift Jize)^

[[puppet]s t e m h e a d s u f f i x ] w o r d  (puppe[t ]eer)u 
[[limit]STEM[ätion]HKADSUFFIX]WORD —F (limi[t lation)^
[[göat]STEM[̂ e] h ead suf f ix!Wo r d y (gbaft ]ee)m

Recall that pword-final consonants are never aspirated, even if a stressed vowel fol- 
lows. The overall prosodic contrast resulting from distinctions in morphosyntactic 
structures is illustrated in (52), where t is associated with coda position in (52d), but 
not in (52^).29

(52) a. [[pärrot]WORD[eyes]WORD]w o r d  (p&roMlJeyes),, ‘parroteyes’
b. [[parrot]STEM[fze] HEADSUFFIX]WORD ^  (parrottTize),, ‘parrotize’

Recall that in head prefixation, cohesion also occurs to satisfy the constraint *CjCj. 
A similar effect is seen in suffixation.

(53) t M st em[tyl head suf f ix! wo r d a- (frail)„ty frailty b. (modesftly)^
E st em [ty] head suf f ix! Wo r d (night)Jy ‘nightly’ (woofljy), ‘woolly’
[ [X] STEM [let] HEAD suFFiX] w o r d  (pl[e+li])<0[rf]et (owfl]«)^ owlet’

‘playlet’

It should be noted that ‘degemination’ in (53 )̂ is a systematic property of the suffixed 
words since the pronunciations modes\i.x\y, ow[\.\]et, woo[\.\]y are clearly ungrammat-

noncohesive affixation overwhelmingly occurs with free stems. For detailed discussion o f this point, see 
Raffelsiefen (2004/2, Chapter 7).

29 The integration o f vowel-initial suffixes into the pword o f the stem is also observed in German and 
Dutch. It is sometimes claimed that Dutch -achtig, German -artig are exceptions to this generalization in 
that they are not integrated into the pword o f the stem (Booij 1983; van der Hulst 1984; Peperkamp 1997). 
At least German -artig is not exceptional in that it is not a suffix, but rather a (probably even complex 
[[ärt]STFM[ig]HEADSUFFK]WOR£)) word. The distinct prosodic effect o f English -ätion in (51) versus German 
-artig results accordingly from the distinct morphosyntactic structure (i.e. [[gut 1 w o r d  Urtig] w o r d  Word  
->  (güOJartig),,).



ical. Yet, the examples in (54), which include geminates, show that cohesion in (53b) 
cannot be described by simply ranking *CjCj above the relevant alignment constraint.

(54) [[g°al]STEM^ess Ih ea d su f f ix ]w o r d  (goaPD^tlJess goalless
[[keen]STEM[ness ]HEADSUFFIX]WORD (keefnP^lnJess keenness
[[frail]STEM [heads uf fix Jw o r d  (frai[l])w[l]y‘frailly’
[[embalm]STEM[ment ]Head  suf f ix ! Wo r d  (embal[m])Jm]ent ‘embalmment’

One o f the main claims defended here is that cohesion, unlike PU behavior, is not an 
idiosyncratic property o f individual affixes. There is indeed an independent property 
which distinguishes the Suffixes in (53) and (54). For each suffix in (53) a correspond- 
ing suffix exists, which has identical morphosyntactic properties and differs only in the 
absence o f the initial consonant.

(55) a. -[ti]N '- [ i ]N b. [[frail]Aty]N-[[jealousJ^N
-[li]A '  '[i]A [[earth]Nly]A - [[earth]Ny]A
- M n  '  - [st] N [fpig]Nlet]N - [[m idgelM w

The generalization is then that suffix pairs QX, X  which have identical morphosyntac-
tic properties neutralize after stern-final C,: only X  appears.30 As a result, the constraint 
*CiC j is always satisfied for the suffixes in (53). I f  no relevant suffix exists, fusion does 
not occur resulting in surface geminates as in (54).31

A third phonological condition for cohesion is illustrated in (56). Again, the Suf-
fixes form a single domain of syllabification together with the stem.

(56) [[fly] STEM Wh FAD SUFFIX-1 WORD “ 3 (fly+Ou, flight
[ [ten] st em UM h ead  su f f ix] Wo r d  - 3 (ten+th)u tenth 
[[girl] st em Ul h e ad  su f f ix ! w o r d  “ 3 (ghl+s)^ girls

Assuming that a syllable must have a nucleus (arguably a H e a d e d n e s s  effect), that 
obstruents cannot function as a syllable nucleus in English, and that all Segments must 
be parsed into syllables, the Integration o f the suffixes in (56) into the pword of the 
stem can be described in terms of the domination o f alignment constraints by phono-
logical markedness constraints.

9.3.4 Word plus clitic

The evidence from boundary effects consistently shows that function words are not 
regularly integrated into the pword o f the stem.

JO The same generalization holds for German. For instance, the highly productive and etymologically 
unrelated adjectival suffixes [I19] -lieh and [19] -/£ neutralize after [1]: only [19] -/£appears (e.g. ö l 'oil’ +[119]
"  [19] ->  ö[li9] (*öl.[li9l) ‘ölig’ ‘oily’).

JI Adverbial -ly does, however, regularly cohere after stern-final / preceded by schwa (e.g. simp[3\\+ly —> 
(s im fp ljy jj, which distinguishes this suffix from the other suffixes in (54) (e.g. o[pan.n]ess ‘(open^ness’). 
Conceivably, the relevant property here is the CV-shape o f -ly. For Swedish there is clear evidence that 
CV-suffixes like -ma, -ga (where C  is noncoronal) regularly cohere whereas CVC-suffixes like -bar do not 
cohere.



(57) [äim]WORD [to]HEADFW —» (äim)uto ‘aim to’
[leave]WORD [me]HEADFW -» (leave)ulme ‘leave me’

[pUt]WORD [R]HEADFW —> (pu[r])wit ‘put it’

The last example is in fact inconclusive because all consonants weaken before a stress- 
less vowel, whether or not a pword boundary intervenes. Evidence for the non-integra- 
tion o f function words, as opposed to suffixes, into the pword o f the stem comes from 
the behavior o f the final consonant under stress. When a suffix as in (58a) is stressed 
because o f further suffixation, aspiration applies, which indicates prosodic Integration. 
By contrast, the flap remains before vowel-initial function words, regardless o f (con- 
trastive) stress (indicated by capitals in (b)), which indicates non-integration:

(58) a- [[fih]st em [al]head suf f ix]w o r d  —> (fatrlal)^ fatal cf- (fa[t1']älity)llJ 
b. [püt]WORD [it]HEADFW -> (pü[f])w it ‘put it’ cf. (pütrD jT

The patterns in (58) indicate that A l i g n  (Word,R; co,R), as opposed to A l i g n  (Stem, 
R; u>, R), is not dominated by O n s e t . Assuming that the morphosyntactic structures 
in (58) are correct this observation entails that words with nonintegrated suffixes like 
sbyness must be represented prosodically as ((shyj^ness)^. This structure violates the 
constraint N o n r e c u r s i v i t y , which prohibits the domination o f pwords by pwords 
(cf. Selkirk 1995: 443). This conclusion can perhaps be avoided by some alternative 
analysis but will be accepted for now.

The observation that function words are not integrated into the pword of the pre- 
ceding word to satisfy O n s e t  is part of the larger generalization that there is no phono- 
logically conditioned cohesion across syntactic word (as opposed to stem) boundaries. 
(Historical) HFF as in (59) is fairly common.

(59) (give)^ me > (gimme) w cf. (*simme) ‘ [sieve me] some flour’
(want)^ to > (wanna) w cf. (*planna) ‘ [plan to] go’
(let)ulus > (let’s)^ cf. (*get’s) ‘ [get us] some tea’

9.3.5 Summary

In this section I have presented evidence that the pword structure o f English words 
can be described on the basis o f independently motivated morphosyntactic structure 
with no need for diacritic marking o f affixes. Some representative examples are repeat- 
ed in (60):

(60) a. fnot] MOD FW —> (not),, ‘not’
b. t fun] MOD PREFIX [able] Wo rd ] WORD —» (ünl^läble)^ ‘unable’

[[im]MoDPREFix [mörtal] w o r d ]WORD (im)lu(m6rtal)lL1 ‘immortal’

I^111] HEADFW —) (but)z ‘but’

tt^HEAD PREFIX [neW]sTEM]wORD -4 ((re)£ new)B ‘renew’
c. [ [en] HEAD PREFIX [able] st em] WORD -¥ (enäble)ui ‘enable’

[ [göal] STEM [less] HEAD SUFFIX] w o r d -> ((gbaO^less)^ ‘goalless’



[[göal] st em^ heads uf fix ]Wo r d  (goalie)ul goalie
[püt]WORD M h ea d fw  (pü[f])„it‘put it’

Systematic cases o f affix cohesion, boldfaced above, are described in terms of the dom- 
ination o f alignment constraints by phonological markedness constraints. All pro- 
sodic units satisfy constraints on prosodic domination including Hea d ed n ess  and 
C o n t a in men t .

The distinction between cohering and noncohering affixation illustrated in (60) 
plays a crucial role in English morphophonology. Specifically, in native word forma- 
tion only cohesive affixation exhibits stem-allomorphy (cf. (6ia)), stem selection (cf. 
(61 b)), and phonologically conditioned gaps (cf. (6ic)).’2

(61) a. Vietnäm+ese —F (Vietnamese) ̂
b. emphas-is+fze —> (emphasize)^ 

amput-äte+ee —» (ämputee)^
c. reveal+al —> 0  

invölve+al —> 0 
cöllapse+al —> 0

ballöon+lfke —» (ballöon)lu(like)u) 
curi-ous+ness —> ((cürious)ü)ness)u> 
shöv-el+ful —> ((shoveO^ful)^ 
goal+less -> ((goaOJess)^ 
leaf+let -¥  ((leaOJet)^ 
law+ful -> ((law^ful)^

Stem-allomorphy results when phonological markedness constraints are satisfied at 
the expense o f violating PU constraints. ‘Stress shift’ in (6ia) satisfies ‘ C i .a s h  but vio- 
lates PU. No such allomorphy exists in noncohesive affixation.”

Similarly, (boldfaced) stem selection in (6i£) satisfies phonological marked-
ness constraints (i.e. OCP-constraints) at the expense o f violating the constraint 
Su bc a t word, which requires affixes to combine with free stems (cf. Raffelsiefen 
(2004*2, b)). Su bc a t w o r d  is never violated in noncohesive word formation.34

Finally, phonologically conditioned gaps as in (61c) result when an affix is required 
to satisfy both phonological markedness constraints and PU constraints. The gap in 
(61c) results from the fact that noun-forming -*?/-suffixation satisfies the constraint 
LjLp which prohibits the co-ocurrence of identical liquids within the same pword. 
No such effect occurs in noncohesive affixation. The morphophonological differences 
between cohesive and noncohesive affixation illustrated in (61) result directly from the 
rules for aligning morphosyntactic with prosodic boundaries. This is because the pro-
sodic boundaries delimit the domains within which phonological markedness con-
straints are evaluated.

In addition to explaining restrictions on morphophonological phenomena as in 
(61) the contrast between cohesive versus noncohesive affixation is also crucial to 
explaining restrictions on affix ordering. The generalization is that noncohesive der-

,2 For detailed discussion o f these cases see Raffelsiefen (1999^, 2004^, b).
33 The sort o f stress shift resulting from the Thythm rule’ across pword boundaries in cases like th'tr- 

teen men differs from the pword-internal shift in (61a) in that stressless syllables never reduce to schwa 
('IVietnla] mese, but *thirt[^]n men)

34 This claim is consistent with the fact that bound stems can arise historically i f  the base o f an estab- 
lished affixed word becomes obsolete as in ruthless, f ruth, doleful, t dole.



ivational Suffixes cannot be followed by cohesive ones but the reverse Order is possible 
(e.g. "((kindj^ness^+ish versus ^((monk+ishj^+ness)^). Similarly, noncohesive pre- 
fixes cannot be preceded by cohesive ones but the reverse Order is possible.

Independent motivation for the domain analysis illustrated in (60) is important 
in that a significant share o f ‘identity effects’, including the cases in (62), results from 
noncohesion and should therefore not be cited as evidence for PU:

(62) vowel length in both (shfä^'iD^ ‘shy’ and ((sh[a+li])ll)ness)ltl ‘shyness’
aspiration in both ([kh]ombine)u) ‘combine’ and (re)(u([kh]ombine)ÜJ ‘recom- 

bine’
cluster simplification in both (tolmfb)])^ ‘tomb’ and (tolmfblJlJess)^ ‘tomb- 

less’
cluster simplification in both ([(k)n] it)  ̂‘knit’ and ((be)s [(k)n] it)  ̂‘beknit’

Apart from the fact that it is superfluous to invoke PU to account for the phenomena 
in (62) there are arguments against doing so. Those are reviewed in the next section.

9.4 E M P I R I C A L  D I F F E R E N C E S  B E T W E E N  

B O U N D A R Y  E F F E C T S  A N D  P U  E F F E C T S

9.4.1 Real versus apparent violation o f canonical phonology

The distinct conditions pertaining to boundary effects versus PU effects to be reviewed 
below result from the property noted earlier that only PU effects involve genuine vio- 
lations o f regulär phonology. A  few examples will illustrate this point further. Eng- 
lish shares with many other languages a window restriction on stress, which must not 
fall to the leff of the antepenultimate syllable (e.g. hippopötamus, not *hippopotamus, 
mabogany not *mahogany). Assuming the mapping of the morphosyntactic to prosod- 
ic structures in (63), the relevant constraint is violated in (63^) but not in (63^). This is 
because the relevant point from which to compute the window restriction on stress is 
the (innermost) right pword boundary.

d. [ [vinegar] STEM [ish] HEAD suf f ixI wo r d -> (vfnegarish)^

[ [cändidat] St em lurel h ead  suf f l x! wo r d -» (candidature)w
[president] STEM [y] HEAD suf f ixI wo r d —> (presidency)^
[dffficult] STEM [y] HEAD suf f ixI wo r d —) (difficulty)^

b. [ [rädical] STEM [ness] HEAD suf f ixI wo r d —> ((radicaO^ness)^
[[cftizen] STEM [ship]HEAD suf f ixI wo r d —> ((citizenj^ship)^
[[monitorl^Qiyjfitlp^ (mönitor)  ̂it

The examples in (6}a) versus (63^) illustrate two distinct sources o f ‘stress neutrality’. 
ln (63a), regulär restrictions on stress placement are violated to satisfy P U ( s t r e s s ), 

a constraint which requires the stress in the derived word to correspond to the stress



in the base. In (63b), stress placement in the complex structures is determined by the 

relevant domain boundaries. The correspondence to the stress in the respective base 

could be explained in terms of identical domain structures without invoking PU.

The second example illustrating the claim that only PU effects, but not boundary 

effects, violate regulär phonology concerns the distribution of the velar nasal and (his- 

torical) [g]-loss in English. After [13], [g] is regularly deleted as in (64a) unless it pre- 

cedes a segment more sonorous than [rj] (i.e. vowel, liquid, glide) as in (64b) (cf. Kahn 

1976:130 ff.).

(64) a. ri(og] > ri[t)] ‘ring’

tu[tjgs]ten > tu[rj.s]ten ‘tungsten’ 

a[rjgz] iety > afrj.z] iety ‘anxiety’ 

I[i3gv]aeonic > I[q.v]aeonic ‘Ingvaeonic’ 

A[qgm]ering > A[q.m]ering Angmering’

b. Mo[q.göu]lia ‘Mongolia 

fi[0.ga]r (*fi[r)]er) 

ga[t).gl]ing (*ga[t)l]ing) 

hu[rj.gr]y (*hu[qr]y) 

li[r).gw]al (*li[i3w]al)

Assuming that there are constraints which force onset syllabification of consonants 

followed by Segments with higher sonority the stability of [g] in (64b) indicates the 

constraint ranking in (65), where Onset: *13 prohibits the occurrence of [13] in onset 

Position.”

(65) On set: * r) »  *qg

Given the prosodic structures in (66) Onset: *[13] is violated in (66a), but not in 

(66b). This is because phonetically, all pword-final consonants are necessarily associ- 

ated with coda position to satisfy Co nt ain ment.

[ [sing] STEM [erl HEAD SUFFIxl WORD —> (sltoJer)̂ ‘singer’

[ [sing] STEM ['ngl HEAD SUFFIxl WORD (sl[r)] i ng)̂ ‘singing’

[ [sing] stem [able] HEAD SUFFix] word -> (sllqJableU ‘singable’

[ [ldng] STEM [ish] HEAD sumxl word (lofoJishU ‘longish’

[[ring]Word [leädcr]word]worü -4 (ri[r|])lu(leader)ll) ‘ring leader’

[[ring]word [Uke]headsuFFixiWord -> (rl[r|])u,(|lke)u. ‘ringlike’

[ [ring] stem [less] head suffix! WORD -¥ ((rl[r|])ü,less)ul ‘ringiess’

9.4.2 Generality of boundary effects versus affix-specificity 

of PU effects

It has been demonstrated in s. 9.3 that pwords identified on the basis of syllable- 

related diagnostics can be described without referring to individual affixes. Assuming 35

35  Kahns (1976) description is misleading when he notes that liquids and glides toUrate preceding [t)g]. 

Instead these segments require [rjg] (rather than [rj]). The pronunciation E[q]lish instead of canonical 

E[qgjlish is a PU effect based on E[q]land, where [g]-loss is a boundary effect (cf. [[Eng]STEM[land]HKAD 

suffixWord "■* ((E[ol)Jand)w. The variant (Etogjland)̂ results from HFF (cf. (Lo[ogJIsland)ü) ‘Long 

Island’).



the inviolability o f C o n t a i n m e n t  it follows that non-integrated affixes are necessari- 
ly stress-neutral. This is because feet are necessarily contained within pwords and can- 
not incorporate pword-external syllables after affixation. Stress-neutrality is indeed a 
property o f all consonant-initial Suffixes in English.36

(67) [ [radical] STEM [ness]HEAD suf f ix !Wo r d -F ((ridicaO^ness)^

[ [develop] STEM [ment] HEAD su f f ix !Wo r d —F ((developl^ment)^

[[meaning] st em[!c ss! heads uf fix !w o r d —F ((meaningljess)^

[ [ pürpose] STEM [ft*!] HEAD su f f ix ! WORD -F ((purposel^ful)^
[ [offfcial] STEM [dom] HEAD su f f ix ! w o r d —F ((officiall^dom)^

[ [frölic] st em [some! HEAD suf f ix ! WORD —F ((frölicl^some)^

[ [parrot] st em !'el! h ead  su f f ix ! w o r d —F ((parrotl^let)^

[[instant] st em tty! h ead  suf f ix ! w o r d —F ((mstanOJy)^

[[single] STEM [ton! HEAD suf f ix ! WORD —F ((single^ton)^

[[sübtle] sTEMlfy!HEADSUFFIx!WORD —F ((siibtlel^ty)^

[[linder] st em [!‘ng! h ead  su f f ix ! w o r d -F ((ünderljing)^

[[heaven] s i em [ward] h ead  suffix] w o r d —F ((heaven^ward)^
[ [neighbor] STEM [hood] HEAD su f f ix ! w o r d —F ((neighbor^hood37)^

By contrast, integrated affixes may or may not be stress-neutral (cf. Raffelsiefen 1996, 
1999^). Compare the vowel-initial nominal Suffixes -ity and -acy, both o f which are 
integrated into the pword o f stem to satisfy On s et . ‘Stress shift’ in (68ä) to satisfy 
* La ps e defined in (5), versus ‘stress-neutrality’ in (686, c) to satisfy PU(st r ess) with 
respect to the corresponding words in the righthand column, are idiosyncratic proper- 
ties o f the respective suffixes.38

a. [[radical] st em t3ty] h ead  su f f ix ! w o r d —F (rädicälity)^

[[urban] st em ! h ead  su f f ix ! w o r d —F (urbänity),.

[ [bellicöse] Stem  t'ry! h ead  su f f ix ! w o r d —F (bellicösity)^
b. [ [äccur] STEM [acy ] HEAD su f f ix ! w o r d —F (äccuracy)^ accurate

[[ädequ] st em !acy! h ead  su f f ix ! w o r d —F (adequacy),,, ädequate

[[möder] st em!acy! h ead  su f f ix ! w o r d —F (möderacy)^ moderate
c. [[develop] STEM [able] HEAD suf f ix ! w o r d —F (developable)^ develop

[ [limit] st em [able] h ead  suf f ix ! w o r d —F (limitable)^ limit

[ [segreg] STEM [able] HEAD suf f ix ! w o r d —F (segregable)^ segregäte

Similarly, the cohesive adjectival suffixes -ic  and -ish differ in that F t b i n  dominates 
P U ( s t r e s s ) for -ic  (cf. 69a) whereas the opposite ranking holds for -ish (cf. 696).

16 I assume that the stress in insightful is due to H FF (i.e. (insightful)J.
’7 The stability o f the foot on the Suffix in neighborhood (as opposed to the other suffixes in (67)) is not 

a H e a d e d n e s s  effect but tather is necessary to satisfy a constraint which requires h to align with a left foot 
or pword boundary (cf. Raffelsiefen 1999b, 2004d).

’® It is irrelevant for the point under discussion whether the suffix is analyzed as -acy, which selects 
(truncated) stems, or just -y, which causes spirantization o f the stem-final consonant). Importantly, accu- 
racy differs from urbdnity in that it ends in three unstressed syllables, a structure unattested in Simplexes.



(69) a. [[vämpire]STEM[ic]HEADSUFF|X]WORD (vampiric)^

[[mörön] st emM heads uf fix Iw o r d -> (morönic)^

[[pröphet] st em [*c1 h ead  su f f ix ! Wo r d —> (prophetic)^
b. [[vämpire]STEM[ish]HEADSUFFIX]WORD —» (vämpirish)w vämphe

[ [vinegar] STEM [ish] HEAD suf f ix !Wo r d —> (v(negarish)u, vinegar

[[giant] st em [bb] h ead  su f f ix] w o r d -> (giantish)^ giant

‘Rightward stress shift’ in cohesive suffixation is possible because the formation of 
feet that span both stem and suffix syllables does not violate C o n t a i n m e n t  (e.g. 
((rädi)x(cälity)L)üJ). This possibility is excluded for noncohesive affixes. The relevant 
generalization is missed by Benua (1997a), where all affixes are diacritically assigned to 
some dass to account for stress behavior.

T C T  [Transderivational Correspondence Theory RR] accounts for affix dass behavior without 
representational or serial assumptions. Both kinds o f affixes can be prosodically integrated into 
the stem, and all words can be derived in parallel, without intermediate stages. The differences 
between dass 1 and dass 2 words follow from the rank o f identity constraints on two distinct 
OO [output-output RR]-correspondence relations. Benua (1997a: 169)

The description o f morphophonology based on affix-class advocated by Benua not 
only misses the generalization that ‘neutrality’ can in many cases be predicted on the 
basis o f the phonological form of the suffix but also falsely implies that all types of 
‘non-neutral’ morphophonology can be subsumed under some unique constraint 
ranking.39

Consider next the evidence from the velar nasal, which on the domain analysis can- 
not be followed by g  before non-cohering Suffixes. The relevant words include Suffixes 
with initial liquids or glides (cf. the data in (64^)), which in fact, are never preceded 
by [t)g]:

(7°) t [fäng] STEM fless] h e a d  s u f f i x ]w ORD ~ * ((ßMUess)«, fangiess
[[kffig] STEM [ty] HEAD SUFF«] WORD -> ((ki[q]Uy)„ ‘kingly’
[[yöung] stem [bng] h e a d  su f f ix ] Wo r d  -»  ((you[t)]) Jin g )u ‘youngling’
[[ring] s t e m  [let] h e a d  s u f f i x ] Wo r d  ((rUr)])iJet)u, ringlet

By contrast, the extension of coda [9] from a base into words with cohesive Suffix-
es to satisfy PU (while violating *On s e t : *9) is somewhat idiosyncratic. For agentive 
-er, PU dominates *On s et : *9 whereas for comparative -er, PU effects are unsystem- 
atic. Other cohesive Suffixes exhibit similarly unpredictable behavior, where Variation 
among Speakers is common (cf. Wells 1990a; OED).40

59 For instance the suffixes -ity and -acy would presumably both be assigned to Class I based on their 
association with stem-allomorphy, which raises the question o f how to account for their distinct stress 
behavior. In fact, there is not a single pair o f cohesive suffixes In English whose systematic morphophono- 
logical properties could be described exhaustively by some unique ranking o f constraints (cf. Raffelsiefen 
1999^, 2004).

40 This is not to deny the existence o f pervasive generalizations concerning the ranking o f PU con-
straints including the fact that PU constraints are generally undominated for inflectional affixes in English.



(71) a. No PU effect (strolggjer)^ ‘strongcr’
(diphtho[i)g]al)u) ‘dfphthongal’
(diphtho[ijg]ize)M, ‘di'phthongize’ 

b. PU efFects (sifolcr)^ (cf. sf[g]) ‘singer’
(yöulplish)^ (cf. yöu[p]) ‘youngish’
(Qui'slilplism)^ (cf. Qui'sli[i}]) ‘Quislingism’
(hätpjee),,, (cf. ha[p]) ‘hangee’
(Pckifrdcse)^ (cf. Pcki[rj]) ‘Pekingese’
(di'phtho[i]]lze)^(cf. diphthofp]) ‘diphthongi'ze’

9.4.3 The relevance o f the base

Assuming the criteria for recognizing morphosyntactic structure specified in s. 9.3 it 
follows that for head affixation, the syntactic Status o f the stem (i.e. free or bound) is 
irrelevant for prosodic structure. Recall that head prefixed words as in (72) are indeed 
prosodically indistinguishable, whether or not a base exists.

(72) [[bejhead prefix [get]STEM]WORD ((be)E get)^‘heget’
[[bejhead prefix [gm]STEM]WORD ((be)z gin)^ ‘begin’

In general it is expected that for head affixation boundary efFects persist, whether or 
not the stem continues to correspond to an independently occurring word. This is 
because that sort o f information is not reflected in the syntactic representation on 
which the prosodic structures are based.4' For instance, the syntactic representation of 
the -y«/-suffixations in (73) does not encode the fact that dole became obsolete whereas 
soul continues to exist as an independent word. As a result o f their identical morpho-
syntactic structures the words in (73) also have the same prosodic properties. In fact, 
the ‘Final-C effect’ in dolefulhas persisted affer dole became obsolete.

(73) [[söul]STEM[ful]HEADSUFFIX]WORD ((sfoulD^ful)^ soulful
[ [dole] STEM [ful] HEAD suf fi x ] wo rd  ((dtooFDJul)^ ‘doleful’

Recall that word-internal ‘Final-C’ efFects are systematically eliminated as a result o f 
‘H FF’, and do not occur in simplexes.41 42 * The systematic persistence of this boundary 
effect in noncohesive suffixation based on ‘bound stems’ therefore strongly Supports 
the description o f syntax to prosody mapping spelled out in s. 9.3. In general, suffixed 
words based on bound stems as in (742z) and those based on free stems as in (74^) are 
prosodically indistinguishable.

(74) a. [oun.l]y‘only’ (on)Jy b. l[oun.l]y (lonefjy
g[orm.l]ess‘gormless’ (gorm) Jess h[arm.l]ess (harm) Jess
[oint.m]ent ‘ointment’ (oint) mment app[oint.m]ent (appoint^ment

41 Recall that head affixes by definition combine with ‘stems’.
41 The same sort o f boundary effect can be observed in German (e.g. Kan[v.n<;\en (KArim)wchen ‘rabbit’ ,

where Kanin is a bound stem and [iin^l could not occur in simplexes).



gr[eit.f]ul ‘grateful’ (grate)Jul hfeit.f] ul (hate)„ful
w[ist.f]ul ‘wistfuf (wist)uful f[ist.f]ul (fist)„ful
r[u:0.1]ess ‘ruthless’ (ruth)ullcss t[u:0.1]ess (tooth)„less
v[est.m]ent ‘vestment’ (vest) „ment inv[est.m]ent (invest)„ment
g[asst.l]y ‘ghastly’ (ghast)„ly v[asst.l]y (vast)„ly
l[ist.l]ess ‘listless’ (list)„less r[est.l]less (rest)Jess

Similarly, C o n t a i n m e n t  effects persist regardless o f the occurrence o f the stem as 
an independent Word as is demonstrated in (75). Clearly, reckless, which is based on 
a bound stem, patterns prosodically with checkless, rather than with comparable Sim-
plexes.

(75) a. re[k’ .l]ess‘reckless’ (reck)„less b. che[k\l]ess (check)„less
fe[k’ .l]ess ‘reckless’ (feck)Jess spe[k’ .l]ess (speck)„less
ha[p’ .l]ess ‘hapless’ (hap)Jess ma[p’ .l]ess (map)ulless’

In general, noncohesive affixation based on bound stems is rare in English because 
noncohesive affixes are typically native, which means that the occurrence o f bound 
stems presupposes simultaneous loss o f some word W( and survival o f a word historic- 
ally derived from W^4’ Yet, the conclusion is clean the question o f whether the stem is 
‘free’ or ‘bound’ is irrelevant for the occurrence ofboundary effects in noncohesive suf- 
fixation. This is not to deny the crucial relevance o f free stems for learning a head affix 
in the first place which was noted above. Recall that the prefix se- plays no role in Eng-
lish morpho(phono)logy because it is exclusively based on bound stems and therefore 
it is not learnable. Similarly, the historical diminutive head suffix -kin in English is no 
longer learnable, which accounts for the parsing ofpumpkin as a single pword (76).

(76) [pümpkin]WORD -»  (pumpkin),,,

As a result o f the parsing in (76) F in a l -C effects are prone to disappear. Wells (1990a) 
lists the pronunciations pu[m<pV\in, pu\?)V\in, where the former is probably a spell- 
ing pronunciation.44 No corresponding reduced variants are attested for any o f the 
words exhibiting internal Fin a l -C effects in (74). Crucially, these words differ from 
pumpkin in that they include an affix that also occurs with free stems and therefore 
is learnable. 45

45 By contrast, for cohesive affixation, which is often non-native, there are additional sources for bound 
stems: (a) often a word is borrowed without borrowing its etymological base as well (e.g. Old French 
haineus, mollifier, baptiser were borrowed into English (cf. heinous, mollify, baptize), but their respective 
bases were not (i.e. Old French haine ‘hate’, Latin mollis ‘soft’ , Greek baptein ‘to dip’)); (b) cohesive, but 
not noncohesive, Suffixes can select truncated’ stems in native word formation (cf. (61 b)).

44 Similarly, historical prosodic fusion o f the words in (i) in German results from the fact that the suffix 
-der (probably related to English tree) occurred only with bound stems and was therefore no longer learn-
able:

(i) Older stages Modern German
[[h ö lu n lsr^ Iterln ^o su p p pJ^R j, -»  (hölun)„ter [FIolunder]WORD -»  (Holimder)„ ‘elder’
[[wächsol]st EM 1 ter]HEAD SUFF[X]w ORd  (wächsol)„ter [WacholderjWORD ->  (Wacholder),, ‘juniper’
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Turning now to PU effects in cohesive affixation, the occurrence o f the relevant 
sound property in a free-standing word is crucial. Recall the violations o f the A r a b  

rule in -zV-suffixation discussed in s. 9.1 which are necessarily licensed by an independ-
ent word. Additional examples are given in (77).

(77) (ph [öu] bic)^— ph [öu] bia ‘phobia’
(sc[i: ]nic)UJ— sc[i: ]ne ‘scene’
(phonff: Jmic)^— phön[i: ]me ‘phoneme’
(chr[öo]mic)u— chr[öu]me ‘chrome’
(am[i: Jbic)^— am[i: ]ba ‘amoeba’

The relevance o f a freestanding word for licensing PU effects can also be illustrated 
with stress. The (historically conditioned) stress on the preantepenultimate syllable in 
-Ä^/e-suffixation tends to regularize as in (78z?) unless it is ‘licensed’ by corresponding 
stress in an independent word as in (78^):

(78) a. (höspitable)^ > (hospftable)m b. (charitable)m chärity
(despicable)u > (despfcable)^ (inheritable)^ inherit
(formidable)^ > (formi'dable)^ (medicable )a medicate
(applicable)^ > (applicable),,, (practicable)^ practice, präctical

The sensitivity to independent base words observed in (78) contrasts with nonco- 
hesive suffixation as in environment, where the unexpected’ stress (the skipping o f the 
closed penult) is stable even for Speakers who are unfamiliar with environ as a free-
standing word.

Additional support for the generalization established here comes front the phon- 
ology o f the velar nasal. Recall the occurrence o f [q] in cohesive suffixation as in si[t)]er 
‘singer’, belo[t)\er ‘belonger’, which violates *On s et : *q to satisfy PU. The depend- 
ence o f this effect on licensing by an independent word is shown by the noun (war) 
mo[tjg]er ‘monger’, whose historical base (i.e. Old English mangian ‘to harter’) became 
obsolete. There is good evidence that the agentive suffix -er continues to be recog- 
nized in this noun (cf. the acceptability o f modification with continualas in continual 
liar, continual war monger, as opposed to * continual thief). As has been demonstrated 
above, for noncohesive affixation recognidon o f the suffix suffices to secure boundary 
effects.45 By contrast, PU effects require licensing o f the relevant feature by an inde-
pendent word to be stable.

The data considered here indicate that the mere existence o f a related word with 
some specific sound feature is not enough to license a PU effect. In addition, the words 
have to have a close semantic relation, which plausibly determines recognition o f para- 
digm membership. This point can be illustrated further with the distribution o f schwa 
in the words in (79). In the base verbs the constraint *Sc h w a , which prohibits the 
occurrence o f schwa, is violated to satisfy a constraint on sonority sequencing.46 By

45 The claim is that for instance fa[x)]Uss will remain fa[t)]Uss, even iffang becomes obsolete.
46 For evidence that schwa deletes unless it is necessary to satisfy constraints see RafFelsiefen (1995, 

2000). Hooper (1976) observes that in American English post-tonic schwa deletes i f  the preceding sound is



contrast, in the suffixed forms violation o f *Sc h w a  is not motivated on phonologic- 
al grounds but is necessary to satisfy PU. The occurrence o f the relevant PU effect in 
the gerunds in (79a), but not in the (historical) gerunds in (79^), is determined by 
semantic relatedness. Specifically, the fact that the nouns in (79 £) are unaffected by the 
relevant PU constraints results from the fact that their paradigm membership is not 
recognized due to semantic disassociation. Those cases are similar to cases like inkling, 
where schwa cannot be analogically extended because the base word has become obso-
lete ( ink\d\Vto hint’).

(79) a. (chuck([3])ling)a, ‘the act o f chuckling’ 
(tick([3])ling)ü) ‘the act o f tickling’ 
(juggüaDling)^ ‘the act o f juggling’

b. (crackling)ü! ‘crisp skin o f roast pork’
(twinkling)^ ‘an instant’
(kindling)^ ‘dry sticks o f wood used to Start a fire’ 
(lightning)^ ‘natural electric discharge in the 

atmosphere’

chuckfa]! ‘chuckle’ 
tick[a]l ‘tickle’ 
jugg[a]l juggle’ 
crackfajl ‘crackle’ 
twink[a]l ‘twinkle’ 
kind[a]l ‘kindle’ 
light[a]n Tighten’

Similarly, semantic drift in (804) rules out the possibility o f analogical leveling. By 
contrast PU effects are possible whenever there is a close semantic relationship to the 
base as is shown by the historical replacement o f the lax vowels (cf. historical ob[e]sity) 
by tense vowels or diphthongs in (8o£):

(80) a. (extr[e] mities)w ‘hands or feet’

(gr[ae]vity)‘force o f gravitation’ 
(mlijserable)^ ‘very bad’ 
(flasjbulous)^ ‘extremely pleasing’

b. (ob[i:]sity)^ ‘qualityofbeingobese’ 
(consfoojlatory)^ ‘affording an

instance o f consoling’
([eilpical)^ ‘pertaining to the apex’

extr[i:]me ‘extending far beyond the 
norm’

gr[ei]ve ‘very serious’ 
m[ai]ser ‘an avaricious person’ 
f[ei]ble ‘type o f narrative’ 
ob[i:]se ‘obese’ 
cons[ou]le ‘console’

[ei]pex ‘apex’

The irrelevance o f semantic affinity for boundary effects in noncohesive affixation fol- 
lows from the irrelevance o f the Status o f the stem.47

9.4.4 Prosodie consistency

Analyzing the occurrences o f stressed [i:] in phon[v.)mic, d[v.]cency, or ob\\:}sity as 
PU effects has no implication for other sound properties in the relevant words. For

less sonorous than the following sound (e.g. ev(e)ry, ftd(e)raL also the examples in (79)), but not vice versa 
(e.g. therapy, cölony, also gerunds like quarreling), which indicates that the constraint prohibiting schwa is 
dominated by N o C o d a .

47 Consider also the existence o f boundary effects in head prefixation in cases like reducc, prevent, dtduct, 
etc. where semantic affinity plays no role.



instance, PU(st r ess) may or may not be satisfied as well (e.g. PU(st r ess) satisfac- 
tion correlates in decency— decent, but not in phonemic—phöneme). By contrast, the 
analysis of some sound property as a boundary effect necessarily implies correlating 
effects. Recall the discussion o f the example shyness, where the analysis o f vowel length 
as a pword-final boundary effect necessarily implies an ‘initial’ boundary effect for the 
following consonant (i.e. unexpected’ fortition) and vice versa. This sort o f mutual 
implication is referred to as ‘prosodic consistency’ here and will be used as follows to 
distinguish boundary effects from PU effects.

(81) The Prosodic Consistency Criterion
If in a morphologically complex string a boundary analysis captures clusters of 
systematically correlating properties non-occurring in simplex words, each of 
these properties is to be analyzed as a boundary effect.

To illustrate the proposal in (81) consider aspiration in the prefixed word in (8zb), 
which could be analyzed as a PU effect licensed by word-initial aspiration in the base. 
Note that a stop between a stressed and an unstressed vowel is normally unaspirated in 
English as in (82d) (cf. Kahn 1976).

(82) a. 1 3
[rekagnaiz] ‘recognize’

b. 2 1  1
[ri:khambain] ‘recombine’— [kSmbain] ‘combine’

Given a domain analysis as described in 9.2.2 (based on [ [re] HEAD ̂ [cognfze] st em] w o r d  
and [[re]MOD w [condMhe]WORD]WORU) a PU analysis of aspiration would be ruled out 
by the Prosodic Consistency Criterion in (81). This is because aspiration correlates sys-
tematically with other sound properties entailed by the pword structure in (83).

ü)

A

3--- T
z  1 1 Z

As f 1 A
0 0  0 0 ö  0

(rekagnaiz)u (riOu (kSmbain),

The lax vowel in the cohering CV-prefix in (83 )̂ satisfies Trisyllabic Laxing and con- 
forms entirely to the phonology found in corresponding position in simplex words 
(e.g. [e]lefant,p[e]lican, t[e]lephone). The non-cohering CV-prefix in (83^) satisfies the 
constraints on vowel quality and quantity determined by its pword Status (cf. CV-con- 
tent words such as (si:)^ ‘sea’, (tf:)a, ‘tea’) to the effect that such vowels are non-occur-
ring in the corresponding position in polysyllabic Simplexes. The non-cohering prefix 
implies exclusive onset syllabification for the following stop, which causes aspiration 
in (83^).The analysis o f aspiration as a boundary effect, and not a PU effect, in accord-



ance with the Prosodie Consistency Criterion, entails and is supported by addition-
al stress correlations. The strong-weak pattem in recognize conforms to the rule that 
in verbs with two feet, the final foot is weak if it does not branch (circumcise, recon- 
cile, alternäte) T8 The weak-strong pattem in recombine conforms to the rule that pre- 
fixes forming a separate pword in verbs and adjectives are always weak (cf. (32a)). The 
1—3 pattem in (824), as opposed to the 2-1 pattern in (82b), follows from the distinct 
effects yielded by feet contained in a single pword (i.e. stronger contrast in relative 
prominence) as opposed to feet belonging to separate pwords.The observation that 
these correlating stress patterns could not be mimicked in terms o f PU confirms the 
irrelevance o f PU for the description of morphophonology in (82^).

9.4.5 Sensitivity to speech register

Whereas PU constraints by definition require identity o f sound structure in related 
words, the sort o f identity caused by satisfied alignment results from identical pos- 
itions o f speech sounds with respect to some domain boundary. For instance, there is 
no need to assume that glottalization o f t in nigh[f]rate or doub[t']less motivates a PU 
constraint requiring phonetic identity to the corresponding stops in night and doubt, 
respectively. Rather, any t in syllable-final position will exhibit the relevant features.

The claim that identity effects resulting from noncohesive morphology differ in 
essence from identity effects resulting from PU constraints is supported by evidence 
from casual speech. Specifically, ‘identity’ resulting from noncohesion in some cases 
disappears, while boundary effects persist, a phenomenon which cannot be observed 
for PU effects. Compare the boundary effect in the slow and careful pronunciation 
nigh[t’] owl (i.e. glottalization before a vowel), which could be mistaken for a PU effect 
licensed by independent nigh[t’], with the boundary effect in the fast (or perhaps nor-
mal) pronunciation ‘nigh[r]owf (i.e. flapping before a stressed vowel). Persistence of 
the boundary effect results from the persistence o f prosodic structure itselfi the t is 
in both pronunciations followed by a pword boundary and must therefore associate 
with the coda to satisfy C o n t a in men t . By contrast, while (certain) PU effects, includ- 
ing the schwa in chuck([t>])lingAiscusstd in (79), may disappear in fast speech, such a 
change results invariably in conformity to simplex phonology.

(84) The Casual Speech Criterion
If the fast or casual pronunciation o f a morphologically complex string exhib- 
its a sound property absent from comparable Simplexes and distinct from the 
careful pronunciation o f that string, that property is to be analyzed as a bound-
ary effect.

4* H ie fact that the final foot is strong i f  it ends in a cluster (cöndesce[nd], circumve[nt), ripreki[nd]) 
indicates that stress is based on syllable structure. The last syllable in reconcile is open (recall that the 
pword-final consonant is syllabified as an onset in the lexicon) and therefore has a non-branching rhyme. 
The last syllable in cdndescend is closed, that is, with a branching rhyme, which attracts main stress.



To illustrate the Casual Speech Criterion with an additional example, compare the 
careful and the casual pronunciations o f the German clitic structures in (85):

(85) a. careful speech: b. casual speech: Gloss
[esfi^] ‘ess ich’ tez.19] ‘do I eat’
[ldffif] ‘kiff ich’ [kivif] ‘do I smoke marijuana’
[ftopfif] ‘stopp ich’ [ftobi^] ‘do I stop’

Significantly, the casual pronunciations violate a constraint against voiced obstruents 
following short stressed vowels in German, arguably a constraint prohibiting voiced 
ambisyllabic obstruents (cf. Becker 1998). There are a few lexical exceptions for stops 
(e.g. [eba] ‘Ebbe’ ‘low tide’) but none for fricatives. As a result o f satisfying both con- 
ditions in (84) the voiced fricatives in (85^) must be analyzed as boundary effects. 
Obstruent voicing is indeed most plausibly analyzed in terms o f persisting prosodic 
boundaries as is shown by the mapping in (86). In German, too, vowel-initial Suffixes, 
but not clitics, cohere:49

(86) a. [es] WORD [*?] FUNCTION WORD (es)ü,(f9) z ‘ess ich’ ‘do I eat’
b. [ [ftres] STEM [19] HEAD su f f ix ] w o r d (ftresi9)u, ‘stressig’ ‘stressful’
c. [esi9]WORD —» (esi 9)uj ‘Essig’ ‘vinegar’

Arguably, the constraint against voiced ambisyllabic consonants, which accounts for 
the ungrammaticality— also in casual speech— of suffixed *[ftrezif] (cf (8jb)) and 
simplex *[ezif] (cf (87c)), is dominated by a constraint prohibiting voiceless ambisyl-
labic consonants in pword-final position (cf (87*2)).
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(careful speech) (casual speech)

The German data show that boundary signals can be more salient in casual speech 
than in careful speech. That is, [esn̂ ] ‘ess ich’, a more careful pronunciation, is at least 
near-homophonous to the simplex [esi ]̂ ‘Essig’, whereas the more casual pronuncia-
tion [ezi'9] ‘ess ich’ differs markedly.

49 For a different analysis, see Hall (1999: n8ff.)



9 .5  C A S E  S T U D I E S :  P U - E F F E C T S  

V E R S U S  B O U N D A R Y  E F F E C T S

In s. 9 .5 .11 investigate various morphophonological effects discussed in the literature 
on ae-tensing, to illustrate the application of some of the criteria in s. 9.4. The focus of 
ss. 9.5.2 and 9.5.3 is on poorly motivated use o f PU constraints.

9.5.1 The case o f as-tensing

In Philadelphia English the vowel [ae] and its tense counterpart [E] are (mostly) in 
complementary distribution. [E] appears before (phonetically) exclusively tautosyl- 
labic voiceless fricatives or nasals other than [9] as in (88*?), [ae] appears elsewhere (cf. 
Ferguson (1972)). In (88£), the segmental condition for £b-t e n s in g  is not satisfied, in 
(88c) the syllabic condition is not satisfied.

(88) a. b [E ]n ‘ban’ b. r[aerj]k ‘rank’ c. b[ae]nner‘banner’
st[E]ff‘stafF b[aet]‘bat’ tr[ae]ffic ‘traffic’
m[E]s[$]ter‘master’ bl[aeg]ket ‘blanket’ t[ae]ssel ‘tassel’

Benua (1995:10) describes this distribution in terms o f the constraint ranking in (89):

(89) ae-TENSiNG »  *Ten se-low

The constraint *Ten se-low , which prohibits tense low vowels and accounts for vowel 
laxness in the ‘elsewhere environment’ (cf. (88b, c)) ranks below jc-Ten sin g , a con-
straint prohibiting lax [ae] before specific tautosyllabic consonants. Given this distri-
bution, the occurrences o f [E] qualify as PU effects in (90*2), but not in (90b).

(90) a. b[E]nner‘bannet (onewho bans)’ b. har[E]ssment ‘harassment’
c[£]nnable‘cannable (can be canned)’ c[E]n öpener ‘can opener’ 
p[E]ssee ‘passee (one who is passed)’ c[E]n it ‘can it’

Specifically, given the prosodic structures in (91) the occurrence o f tense [E] satisfies 
ae-tensing in (91^). This is because the consonant following <z is syllabified in coda Pos-
ition to satisfy C o n t a in men t .

a. [[bän]STEM[er]HEADSUFFIX]WORD -¥ (btEJnner)^ cf. (b ^ n n e r^
[ [can] STEM [able] HEAD su f f ix ] w o r d -> (cIElnnable)^ cf. (c[i]nnibal)a,
[pass] STEM [ee] HEAD su f f ix J w o r d —> (pIEJssee)^ cf. (pMsse)^

b. [harass] STEM [ment] HEAD SUFFIX] w o r d —> ((harlEJssJ^ment) u
cf. ([aejsthma)^50

[ [can] WORD [öpener] WORD] WORD -4 (c[E]n)a,(öpener)ül
cf. (Hannöver),,,

[[cän]WORD[it]FW —> (c[E]n )Jt cf. (Jläelnit)^

50 The example is relevant only for the pronunciation with voiceless [sj.



The phonologically unmotivated occurrence of [E] in (91 d) motivates a PU analysis:

Base: b[£]n+er PU[Nuc] cE-Tensing *Tense-low

(bbelnner)̂ *!

✓  (blEJnner)̂
*

Comparison of the prosodic structures of the complex words in (91 a) with the corres- 

ponding Simplexes in the right-hand column shows that PU effects, but not boundary 

effects, result in contrastive distribution of the vowels (i.e. true minimal pairs).

Turning now to the predictability criterion, we find that tense [E] indeed occurs 

regularly in noncohesivecontexts (cf. ((m[E]ss)loless)u) ‘massless’). By contrast, in cohe- 

sive contexts the distribution of [ae] versus [E] is more complicated. Ferguson notes 

that ‘the inflectional endings -es and -ing invariably preserve the identity of the stem; 

agentive -er generally does so, and there are occasional examples of other derivational 

suffixes, although most do not’ (1972: 263). Some examples are given in (93).

(93) a. No PU effect

b. PU effects

(clMssic)̂

(clMssify)̂

(m[*]ssive)„

(p[ae]ssage)u 

(crlEJsser)̂ (cf. cr[E]ss) 

(clfElsses)̂ (cf. cl[E]ss) 

(mlElssing)̂ (cf. m[E]ss)

classic’

classify

massive’

passage’

crasser’ (comparative) 

classes’

‘massing’

Potential PU effects in (93*2) are probably inhibited by semantic drift. While unfortu- 

nately there are no relevant fest cases there is a clear prediction that tense [E] in nonco-

hesive barassment would persist, even if the word developed an idiosyncratic meaning 

or harass became obsolete. By contrast, in cohesive suffixation like £[E] nner ‘one who 

bans’, the effect is dependent on the independent existence of the semantically closely 

related base form b[JL]n ‘ban’, which licenses [E].

In addition to the cases in (90̂), where ae-TENSiNG ‘over-applies’, there are also 

several cases of ‘under-application’. Ferguson (1972: 264) notes that there are ‘four 

common verbs and two archaic forms of a common verb’ which exceptionally fail to 

undergo x-t en sin g: am, can ‘be able’, ran, began, hast, bath. Flowever, commonness’ 

is not a relevant property here. Failure of as-TENSiNG in am, can ‘be able’ is a domain 

effect, resulting from the non-alignment of pword boundaries with head function 

words. Additional cases of this type of ‘under-application’ are listed in (94̂), where 

*e-t en sin g never applies even under (contrastive) stress. The claim is then that there 

is an additional prosodic condition on ae-TENSiNG: the rule applies only if the relevant 

syllable is dominated by a pword.5' Failure of ae-TENSiNG in (94d) correlates then with 51

51 Sensitivity of the tensing rules to the pword is not an isolated phenomenon. Many cases of exception- 

al trimoraic internal rhymes result from an Old English rule of vowel lengthening before certain consonant



stress instability (e.g. (sem)E - (am),,), as opposed to the stable feet in (94b), which sat- 

isfy undominated Headedness.52

(94) iam]fj[.,  > ([a;]m)E am

[can]HFwoRD  * (c[s]n)E can

(auxiliary)

[andjĵp̂ QFp  > ([as]nd)E and

[an] HF WORD  ~* ([£’]n)l an

[than]HFWORD -> (th[£]n)r ‘than’

b. [ham]WORD ->■ (hfElm),,‘ham’ 

[can]WORD -» (c[E]n)„‘can’

[land]WORD -> (UEJnd̂'land’ 

[ban]WORD -> (b[E]n)u ‘ban’ 

[man]WORD —> (m[E]n)w ‘man’

Turning now to Fergusons remaining cases of under-application, failure of s-tensing 

in ran and began is a PU effect. This is because s-tensing fails precisely for derived 

forms based on words with some lax vowel other than [x], which are not afFected by 

tensing.53

(95) a. (sw[ae]m) ‘swam’—(sw[i]m) ‘swim’ b. h[E]m‘ham’

(r[as]n) ‘ran’—(r[A]n) ‘run’ sc[E]n ‘scan’

(beg[£e]n) ‘began’—(beg[i]n) ‘begin’  p[E]n ‘pan’

‘Under-application’ of s-tensing in (95*2) is described by the ranking in (96). The 

candidate sw[i]m]PASi, which perfectly satisfies PU[Nuc] (cf. tableau (2)), is elimin- 

ated because it violates the constraint Contr: Tense, which requires past tense forms 

to differ from present tense forms (for related effects, cf. Alderete 2001; Kenstowicz, 

Ch. 7 above, Rebrus and Törkenczy, Ch. 10 below). The candidate sw[E]m]PAST> which 

satisfies as-TENSiNG, is eliminated because it violates PU[Nuc] more than the optimal 

candidate sw[ae]m]PAST, which violates PU[Nuc] only minimally to satisfy Contr: 

Tense:

Base: sw[i]m+PAST Contr:

Tense

PU[Nuc] 2E-TENSING *Tense-

LOW

sw[E]m]PAST

✓ sw[as]m]PAST ♦ *

swWmlpAST
*!

clusters (e.g. ciU> ci:ld‘child’, climban > cli:mban ‘climb’, cf. Luick (1964: 242 ff). Luick (1964: 243) notes 

that the rule did not apply to function words such as and, ander, should, would.

5! The contrast in (94) thus supports the mapping of words (and modifiers), but not head function 

words to separate pwords. The data argue against both Selkirk’s claim that ‘pronounced in isolation, 

function words appear in strong form and are indistinguishable stress-wise and vowel quality-wise from 

monosyllabic lexical category items’ (Selkirk 1995: 446) and McCarthys claim that ‘the normal or default 

condition for a function Word is to be a clitic. Alignment constraints can impel a function word into PWD 

[‘pword’ R.R.] Status but only under duress’ (McCarthy 2002:138). Rather, it appears that pword bounda- 

ries are always determined solely on the basis of lexical properties of input forms.

” Ferguson mentions the verb swam only in a footnote, perhaps, because it does not fit his character- 

ization of the exceptions to ae-TENStNG as common verbs’. Kahns (1976) analysis of these verbs by way of 

extrinsically ordering ablaut is also uninsightful.



The archaic forms o f have are amenable to either the domain analysis, since they (per- 
haps) could be analyzed as head function words, or to the PU analysis, since their base 
have has a lax vowel not affected by te-TENSiNG .54

A third case of under-application also discussed by Ferguson is illustrated in (97) 
(cf. Kahn 1976; Benua 1995).

(97) P[ae]mela ‘Pamela P[a:]m ‘Pam’
J [ae] nice ‘Janice’ J[as]n ‘Jan’
M assachusetts ‘Massachusetts’ M[te]ss ‘Mass’

Benua (1995:12) analyzes the vowel quality in the truncated forms as a violation of 
regulär i '-t en sin g  to sadsfy the higher-ranking constraint Id e n t -Bt  [t en se], which 
requires the feature [tense] in the truncated form to be identical to the corresponding 
feature in the base. The analysis is repeated in (98) (Tableau (20) in Benua 1995).

Base: [pajmab] Id e n t -Bt  [t e n s e] ae-TENSING

a. %/ pzem *

b. pEm *!

While I consider the analysis basically correct I disagree with Benua’s claim that 
the correspondence constraint refers to phonetic output forms. Instead, I suggest that 
PU[Nuc] is at work again, which requires identity o f nuclei in lexical representations. 
I assume then that the phonetic contrast between [ae] and [E] is encoded in the lexicon 
as a result o f Lexicon Optimization (cf. Prince and Smolensky 1993), despite the large- 
ly complementary distribution. In general, I assume that all phonetic surface features 
are lexicalized as long as they are universally contrastive and are consistent with lexical 
syllable structure. The last condition is meant to account for the observation that the 
phonetics of pword-final consonants appears to be inaccessible to PU effects. Consid-
er the lack o f correspondence in the truncations in (99), noted by Haie, Kissock, and 
Reiss (1998), which is problematic for a strictly phonetic-based approach to PU.

(99) Pe[r]er‘Peter’ Pe[f]e
Ju[r]ith‘Judith’ Ju[d]e

It appears that the ungrammaticality o f paradigmatic leveling in (99) (i.e. both Pe[c]er 
— *Pe[c\ and *Pe[t']er— Pe[t']e) is not a specific fact about English. Assuming that PU 
constraints apply at the lexical level and given the assumptions regarding lexical versus 
phonetic syllabification stated in s. 9.2.4, the possibility o f leveling in (99) can perhaps 
be ruled out in principle. That is, whether we assume that Peter or Judith are repre- 
sented with an ambisyllabic intervocalic consonant in the lexicon or not and whether 
we assume that ambisyllabicity is extended to the truncated form to satisfy PU or 
not, inviolable C o n t a in men t  will result in an exclusively coda-associated pword-final

54 Recall that je-t e n s in g  applies only before voiceless fricatives.



consonant in the phonetic representation o f Pete and Jude." The corresponding allo- 
phony (e.g. glottalization for t) is an automatic consequence o f the phonetic syllable
structure.

(100) a. lexical representation: (P e I t l  er )u
|

(P e / t/ L
I

‘Peter’ ‘Pete’

b. phonetic representation: C O

V
(P e [r] er )u

C
|

(P e [t’] )„
‘Peter’ ‘Pete’

Consider next the question of why pword-final coda phonetics (as opposed to the 
phonetics o f the nucleus) seems to be immune to undergoing paradigmatic leveling 
(e.g. Pe[ t’]e— Pe[c]er, not *Pe[t']er, wri[t']e ‘write’— wri[c\er, not *wri[t']er ‘writer’). A 
possible explanation here is that the lexicalization o f coda-specific phonetic features is 
blocked if the relevant consonant is associated with onset position in the lexicon. The 
relevant hypothesis is stated in (io i).

(io i) The lexicalization o f syllable-conditioned phonetics presupposes non- 
distinct syllable structure in the lexicon.

According to (io i) it is expected that for languages in which pword-final consonants 
have onset profile (e.g. English, German) the corresponding coda-conditioned phon-
etics cannot be lexicalized and therefore cannot give rise to PU effects. By contrast, 
syllable-conditioned allophonic Variation affecting the nucleus is highly prone to lex-
icalization and, as a result, suscepdble to PU constraints (cf. the data discussed in Har-
ris 1994).

The second type of data cited by Haie, Kissock, and Reiss (1998) to refute the analy- 
sis in (98) concerns the formations in (102), which show ‘that truncated forms may 
maintain vowel contrasts that are neutralized in full forms’ (1998: 229).

P[a]tricia ‘Patricia’ P[se]t (cf. *PWt)
G[a]rard ‘Gerard’ G[e]r (cf. *G[a]r)
L[a]rraine ‘Lorraine’ L[o]ri (cf. *L[ä]ri)

55 The question o f how learners know the identity o f that consonant is a separate matter. I f  Haie, Kis-
sock, and Reiss (1998: 229) were correct in claiming that the contrast between /t/ and /dl is neutralized 
intervocalically then spelling would be the only source. However, there is some evidence that flapping is 
not a neutralizing rule. Hooper (1976) notes that flapping o f t blocks schwa deletion (e.g. li[rar]al ‘literal’ 
not *li[cr\al) because o f the insufficient sonority decrease between [r] and [r]. By contrast, d  in the cor-
responding environment does not block schwa deletion (e.g. federal > fe[dx]at)y which indicates that the 
sonority structure is different: phonetic d  is still a stop. Conceivably, learners need no recourse to writ- 
ten representation to know that Peter is represented with a /t/ whereas Judith is represented with a /d/ in 
the lexicon.



The assertion by Haie, Kissock, and Reiss that in (102) truncated forms are faithful to 

alleged abstract underlying forms raises the question of how those forms are learned. 

On the analysis proposed here phonology of truncation in (102) is not an identity 

effect of any sort but rather follows directly from undominated Headedness and is 

hence a domain effect. This is because truncated words, too, are mapped into pwords, 

which necessarily dominate a foot with the result that a full vowel (rather than a schwa) 

surfaces. The precise choice of the full vowel in (102) is apparently determined by the 

spelling, which means that the coinage of the truncated forms necessarily presupposes 

knowledge of the relevant written forms. The complete consistency of the patterns in 

(102) with those in (97) is illustrated in (103) (‘LR’ means ‘lexical representation).

(103) a. LR: /patrija/ ‘Patricia’ Headedness PU-Nuc 2e-TENSING

'S (p*t)u,
*

(p*)«, *!

b. LR: /psemab/ ‘Pamela’

✓ (psm),,, ♦

(pEm)̂

To summarize, Haie, Kissock, and Reiss (1998) fail to refute the relevance of PU 

constraints in truncation but merely present evidence that such constraints are violable 

(in contrast to Headedness and Containment) and do not apply to phonetic surface 

forms. Their conclusion that all truncated forms should be treated as ‘lexicalized’ on a 

par with cases like Ted (from Edward) or Bob (from Robert) misses important general- 

izations, including the observation that the vowel in Pam is a genuine PU effect.

9.5.2 Alleged PU effects for 1-velarization in English

In various dialects of English the pronunciation of l\l depends on syllable position: in 

exclusive onset position, so-called ‘light’ [1] occurs, which implies tongue-blade con- 

tact, whereas in exclusive coda position so-called dark [1] occurs, for which tongue- 

blade contact can be lost (i.e. a type of lenition). In addition, [1] implies specific 

allophony of the preceding vowel illustrated in (104) (excerpt from the table in Hayes 

2000: 93).

Default quality Example Pre-[1] allophone Example

[i:i] tree [tji] [b] feel[ fial]

[1] fit [fit] [ia] fill[ fial]

[ei] pay [pei] [ea] pail [peal]

[ai] tie [tai] [aia] tile [taial]

[au] cow [kau] [aua] cowl [kaual]



Hayes (2000) conducts an experiment where he reads a list o f seventeen words both 
with fl] and with [1], where the two pronunciations systematically correlate with the 
corresponding vowel allophony illustrated in (104). Ten informants, who were told 
the meanings o f the words, were asked to rate the pronunciations from 1 designating 
‘just right’ , to 7 designating ‘awfuf. The results of this study for Simplexes are given in 
(105), where the numbers are the mean o f the judgement o f all ten Consultants. The 
characterization ofsyllable position is mine (based on Kahn 1976).

with [1] with [1]
a. Exclusive Onset light [l]ight— [l]ight 1.30 6.10

Loudnne [ljouänne— [l]ouanne I.IO 5-55
b. Exclusive Coda bell [bei]— [beal] 6.6 0 1.20

help [help]— [healp] 6.60 1.05
c. Ambisyllabic {Norman) Malier [meil.>]— fmeala ]̂ 2.00 2.00

Hayley {Mills) [heili]— [heali] i -55 3.05

The ratings for the two candidates in both exclusive onset and exclusive coda position 
are fairly clear. For the ambisyllabic context the ratings are interpreted as indicative of 
‘free Variation with a ‘slight preference for [1]’ (Hayes 2000: 95, 96).56

The (for the purpose of this chapter) significant part of the study concerns the rat-
ings o f / in morphologically complex words. Three contexts can be distinguished in
structural terms which correlate with three rating patterns:

(106) with [1] with [\]
a. Word + clitic mailit [meilit]— [mealit] 4.40 I.IO
b. Stern + consonant- gray-ling [greiliq]— [greahg] 1.39 3-i7

initial suffix gay-ly [geili]— [geali] i -45 3.65
free-ly [frfdi]— [fn'ati] 1.85 3.20

c. Stem+ vowel-initial mail-er [meil>]— fmeaf»] 2.79 2.00
suffix hail-y [heili]— [heali] 4.00 1.56

{touchy-) feel-y [ff:li]— [fiafi] 2.00 2.20

In the approach to English word prosody outlined in s. 9.3 the three distinct rating 
patterns in (106) follow from the three distinct types o f prosodic structures in (107). 
That is, strong preference for dark [1] in mail it and (somewhat weaker) preference for 
light [1] in grayhng are boundary effects, which follow from the position of the later- 
als with in the respective syllabification domains. The / in mail z'rexhibits coda proper- 
ties (i.e. it is dark) because it is syllabified as a coda to satisfy C o n t a in men t . Similarly, 
the l in grayling exhibits onset properties (i.e. it is light) because it is syllabified as an 
onset to satisfy C o n t a in men t . The stronger preference for [1] in (105z?) compared to 
(106b) can also be explained based on prosodic context: /is pword-initial in (105z?), but 
not in (106b). 56

56 The examples are perhaps not well-chosen as they are strongly reminiscent o f suffixed words. The rat- 
ings for mellow, which is unproblematic in this regard, are not given.



a. [mail]WORD [it]HEADFW —> (mail)uit ‘mail it’
b. [ [gray] STEM [ling] HEAD suf f dJ w o r d —> ((gray) Jin g )u ‘grayling’
c. [ [mail] STEM [er]HEAD su f f ix ! w o r d —> (mailer),,,

Assuming the prosodic representation in (107) the phonetics o f / in mailer is not a 
potential boundary effect. However, it is far from clear whether there is a PU effect. 
The ratings for dark [1] in simplex Mailer and suffixed mailer are identical accord- 
ing to (105c) and (ioöc). It is unclear what accounts for the significant difference 
between the ratings for mailer, touchy-feely, which barely, if  at all, deviate from sim-
plex patterns, and haily, galy, which do deviate. Could the preferences expressed by 
the Consultants be influenced by their desire to (artificially) express links to semantic 
base forms for words that are utterly obscure? Moreover, are there PU effects in cases 
where /appears in pretonic (i.e. onset) position such as pöllee ‘one who is questioned 
in a poll’, expellee ‘one who has been expelled’ and if  not, why not? And if true PU 
effects were demonstrated in (106c), could it be that the relevant effect is limited to 
the phonetics of the vowel without affecting the pronunciation of the consonant (cf. 
the discussion o f hypothesis (101) in s. 9.5.1)? Detailed experimental studies are need- 
ed to answer those questions. For now, I conclude that there are two clear bound-
ary effects in (107*?) and (107b) and an unclear PU effect in (107c), where PU possibly 
affects only the vowel.

Consider now Hayes’s (2000) description o f the data in (106) exclusively in terms 
o f PU. To account for the distinct ratings between mail it and mailer two separate 
PU constraints are introduced, PU (Ph r a sa l ) for phrasal contexts versus PU (Mor - 
ph o l o g ic a l ) for morphological contexts, ‘with the formet ranked within U G as 
necessarily stricter than the latter’ (Hayes 2000:102). This proposal raises many ques-
tions. What exactly is the extension o f the paradigm in each case? How is the attractor 
determined in each case? Which o f the two constraints is responsible for the (presum- 
ably strongly preferred) dark [1] in mail Order, or is there a third constraint, PU (Co m-
po u n d )?

Both cases in (107b) and (107c) are described by PU(Mo r ph o l o g ic a l ), which 
raises the problem that ‘paradoxically, these constraints cannot be stated on l\l per 
se. This is because in grayling and similar forms, the crucial light [1] does not actually 
occur in the base form gray (Boersma and Hayes 2001). This paradox is solved by bas- 
ing PU constraints on vowels and by specifying undominated constraints to secure 
the appropriate match-up o f [1] and [1] with the corresponding vowel allophones (cf. 
Hayes (2000: 101)). The proposal is illustrated in (108), where the arrow ‘ <=> ’ indi- 
cates the required match-up between vowel allophones and /-allophone illustrated 
in (104):

(108) a. gr[ei] <=> [l]ing gr[ei] b. m[ea] <=> [l]er m[ea] <=> [1]

The parallel treatment o f the cases in (108) raises the question o f why the preference for 
light [1] in grayling is stronger than the preference for dark [1] in mailer. This contrast



could not be caused by the pronunciation o f the alleged attractors: grey is clearly pro- 
nounced with [ei] as mail is clearly pronounced with [ea], On my view this contrast 
indicates that two separate phenomena are involved. Light [1] in (1082z) is a boundary 
effect and the alleged ‘match-up’ with the preceding vowel is simply a matter of ‘pro- 
sodic consistency’ (cf. s. 9.4.4). Internal boundary effects are excluded for mailerbm a 
PU effect, especially one affecting the stressed nucleus, is plausible (cf. s. 9.5.1).

Additional evidence in support o f the analysis o f light [1] in grayling as a boundary 
effect comes from semantics. The sort o f semantic dissociation in (109) is unproblem- 
atic for a boundary analysis, but not for a PU analysis. Recall the data in (79), where 
comparable semantic dissociation inhibited any sort o f paradigmatic influences from 
etymological base forms:

(109) grayling a fresh-water fish (genus Thymallus)’ versus grey ‘colour term’
eyelet ‘a small hole through which a rope etc. is passed’ versus eye ‘organ of

sight’

The distribution o f 1-allophony in affixation based on a bound stem would be an even 
better testing ground. Unfortunately, there is only a single relevant example, the some- 
what archaic adjective thowless defined as ‘devoid o f energy or spirit’ in the OED. 
There is no reason to doubt that this adjective is like reckless, hapless in that once the 
suffix is recognized, perhaps based on the privative meaning o f the adjective or perhaps 
because o f its spelling, its prosodic structure is indistinguishable from words based on 
an independently existing stem such as cowless.

(no) [[th6w]STEM[less]HEADSUFFIX]WORD ((thow)Jess) ‘thowless’
[[cöw]STEM[less]HEADSUFFIX]WORD ((cow)Jess) cowless’

Whereas on a boundary approach the suffix-initial /would be light, precisely as in cow-
less ‘destitute o f cows’,57 there is a clear, but incorrect, prediction on Hayes’s approach 
that this word must be treated like a simplex, with free Variation between [0aubs] and 
[Oauabs],

To summarize, Hayes’s attempt to mimic the boundary effects in (106a, b) in terms 
o f PU constraints comes not only at the expense o f introducing a questionable Sepa-
ration o f PU constraints in phrasal versus morphological constraints. In addition, the 
approach fails empirically in that certain boundary effects (i.e. semantically dissoci- 
ated words or words based on bound stems) simply cannot be analyzed as PU effects.

9.5.3 Alleged durational PU effects in French

According to Rialland (1986) schwa loss in casual speech in (111a) does not lead to 
homophony with {u\b). Rather the subtle phonetic contrasts described in (me) 
exist.

57 cf. the related phonetics o f suffix-initial n in shyness in (i).



(111) a. [padaBjOl] > [padBjOl] b. [padBjOl]
‘pas de/d’role’ 'no role’ ‘pas drole’ ‘not Funny’
[baKptBuve] > [baBjtKuve] [baKktBuve]
‘bas re/r’trouve’ ‘stocking found again’ bar trouve ‘bar found’ 

c. Kj exhibits typical onset properties (e.g. greater acoustic energy, longer 
duration, no lengthening efFect on preceding vowel) 

tf. exhibits typical properties o f a syllable internal onset (e.g. decreased 
energy in the higher formants, shorter duration)

Bk exhibits typical coda properties (e.g. decreased energy, shorter dur-
ation, lengthening efFect on preceding vowel)

To account For the distribution oF the K-allophones in (in) Rialland suggests that 
schwa loss does not imply syllable loss but results in the reassociation oF the nucleus 
with the Following consonant as in (112^). The phonetic contrasts between (ina) and 
(i i i £) Follow then Front the distinct syllable structures in (112^) versus (112c).

(112) a. a a b. a a c. a
A  A\ A  / K  / N

O N O N C  > O N O N C  > O N C

I I I I I I N I I  AM
d 3 Kj O 1 d Bj O 1 d B| o 1
‘de role’ ‘d’röle’ ‘drole’

Steriade (2000) rejects Rialland’s analysis because both d ’röle and drole count as mono- 
syllabic in metrical scansion. The association oF [k ] with both nucleus and onset Pos-
ition in {mb), presumably a novel type oFsyllable structure resulting exclusively Front 
schwa loss, seems indeed unmotivated on phonetic grounds and Furthermore Fails to 
express identity to the corresponding sound in (112a). A  serious empirical (law con- 
cerns the Fact that schwa loss in d{e)röle is treated on a par with schwa loss in the word 
f{e)rai, which however For most Speakers results in true homophony with (historically 
schwa-less) frais. The ‘0 ’ in (113) marks the site oFthe historical schwa.5®

(113) a. pas d[0 ] role * pas drole b. F[0 ]rai = Frais

The last criticism relates to the question oF acquisition. Can learners be expected to 
interpret the phonetic contrast perceived in pairs like drole versus d ’röle in terms oFFos- 
silized syllable structures as in (112)? The criticisms oFRialland’s analysis are summar- 
ized in (114).

(114) a. incorrect predictions regarding syllable count (cF. Steriade 2000: 328);
b. questionable type o f ambisyllabicity in (112b)l introduction oFnovel, 

non-structure preserving syllable structure;
c. inadequate representation oFphonetic correspondence; cF. (ma) vs (112^) 58

58 This particular difference between schwa loss in (113a) and (113b) is confirmed by Caroline F£ry (p.c.). 
Rialland (p.c.) also acknowledges that the cases in (113a) and (113Ä) differ and expresses doubt that there is 
any phonetic contrast in (113^).



d. lack o f discrimination between distinct types o f schwa loss (cf. (113));
e. thequestionofacquisidon.

Steriade explicitly dismisses the idea o f linking the allophonic distribution described 
in (in) to syllable structure. Instead the phonetics o f rin  (m) is claimed to satisfy PU 
(Left: Duration), presupposing no contrast in syllable structure between d ’role and 
dröle.

(115) PU (Left: Duration) (Steriade 2000):
I f  two consonants, C  and C s t a n d  in correspondence and C  is morpheme 
initial in the careful pronunciation o f the relevant morpheme, C ' is dura- 
tionally equivalent to C.

The analysis is illustrated in (116), where identity expressed by “=’ is required to satisfy 
PU (Left: Duration), resulting in deviation from simplex phonetics expressed by V .

0
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A \
O N C O N C O N C

1 1 1 A 1 1 A 1 1
Kj O 1 d  K: O 1 d  K| 0  1
1 u |

‘ r o l e ’ ‘d r o l e ’ ‘d r o le ’

Invoking PU to account for the efFect observed in (m) is questionable since non- 
distinct word forms belonging to a single paradigm but distinct registers are related.’9 
Before discussing Steriades analysis further I will demonstrate that reference to PU 
constraints is unnecessary in that none o f the criticisms in (114) apply to a bound- 
ary analysis based on the syntactic distinctions specified in (117). The crucial and, I 
believe, uncontroversial distinction is that r(e)trouve, but not d(e)role, is a word. Note 
the use o f a single phoneme /k / in the left column and the predictability o f the three 
allophones in the right column on the basis o f position within the parenthesized syl- 
labification domains (i.e. [k J :  initial, [kj]: prenuclear, non-initial, [k J :  coda).

a. [P^MOD W^HEADFW tK°l]wORD —> (pa) (da) (KjoI) pas d’role 
‘no role’

b. [pa]mo d  M h ea dfw  [k° 1 ]\V0RI) -> (pad)( Kjol) pas d’role ‘no 
role’

c. [P^MOD [dK°l]wORD (pa)(dHj ol) pas drole ‘not 
funny’

d. [b;fl WORD [tK3l MOD (tKUVC]w<)R[)]w()R[) (ba)( KjO) (tKuve) ‘bas 
retrouve

e. [ba]WORn[ [k ] mod ttKuve] WORI)]WORD —> (ba)( BjtKuve) ‘bas r’trouve’

f [baK] WORD [tKuve] WORD -> (ba«k)(tKuve) ‘bar trouve

i9 Steriade (2000: 331) notes that her analysis agrees with Rialland’s in that a characteristic property o f 
the citation or careful form is inherited by the schwa-less variant.



The constraints relevant for the mapping in (117) are stated in (118), where Nuc: Voc 
is che phonological markedness constraint enforcing cohesion of the consonantal 
morphemes in (1176, e). Ocher relevant consonants which I assume are undominated 
include Pa r se (‘every segment must be parsed into syllable structure’) and Sy l l : N uc  
(‘every syllable must dominate a nucleus’), where the latter can arguably be subsumed 
under Hea d ed n ess . Reference to pwords is avoided because in French syllabification 
domains fail to coincide with stress domains.

(118) a. N uc: Voc (‘a nucleus must be filled by avowel’)
b. A l ig n  (Word, L; a,L), A l ig n  (Word, R; o,R)
c. A li gn  (Mod, L; o,L), A l ig n  (Mod, R; o,R)
d. Al ig n  (Head FW, L; o,L), A l ig n  (Head FW, R; o,R)

Nuc: Voc forces the integration o f consonantal morphemes into an adjacent syllable. 
Ranking A l ig n  (Word, L; a,L) above A l ig n  (Word, R; a,R) causes leftward integra-
tion of the head function word in (117^) and rightward integration of the prefix in 
(ii7e). Alternatively, one could also ‘derive’ the schwa-less forms by ranking the con-
straint *sc h w a  above Nuc: Voc to describe casual speech. The first candidates listed 
in tableau (119a) and (119b), respectively, are optimal in careful speech, where * sc h w a
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ranks lower than the constraints in (118). For both registers the alignment constraints 

in (118c, d) rank below the constraint in (ii8ä).

The description in (119) agrees with Rialland’s analysis (and difFers from Steriade’s 

PU analysis) in that the subphonemic contrasts are interpreted in terms of distinct syl- 

lable structures as shown in (120) but none of the criticisms in (114) apply. Both pas 

dröle and pas d’röle are bisyllabic (cf. (r 14̂)), the description is entirely ‘structure-pre- 

serving’ as no new type of syllable structure is introduced (cf. (114̂)) and phonetic cor- 

respondence is related to corresponding syllable structures (cf. (114c)). The phonetic 

contrast between schwa loss in d(e)role compared to f(e)rais is explained (cf. (n̂d)). 

Finally, the description causes no problems for acquisition, assuming that children 

recognize the difference between words and function words (cf. (114c)).

(120) 0 0 0

AAA
ONONONC

p a d 3 k, o I 
‘pas de role’

b.  a  0

/h /K
ONCONC

I I I I II
p a d Kj o 1 
‘pas d’role’

c.  o  a

A /N
ON ONC

MAN
p a d K| o 1 
‘pas dtole’

Unlike Rialland’s analysis, the domain analysis relates the distribution of r-allophones 

in (in) to subphonemic syllabification effects which do not involve distinct registers. 

Consider now the boldfaced contrasts for (121 a, a'), (121 b, b') and (121c, c') respective- 

ly, which are determined by contrasts in morphosyntactic structure.

a. [reste]WOR[) -> (u[cs.t]e) rester ‘remain

a '■ [[de]MOD[stabilize]WORD]WORD—> (d[e])0(stabilize)0 destabilizer

‘destabilize’

b. [syblime]WORD —> (sy[.bl]ime) sublimer ‘sublimate’

b' ■ [[syb]MOD[ltgqal]WORD]WORD —> (sy[b])0(ltgqal)0 ‘sublingual’

c. [diatonik]WORD -4 (d[j]atonik)0 ‘diatonique ‘diatonic’

c' • [  MOD [ätomik] WORD-1 WORD -> (d[i])0(atDmik)0 ‘diatomique’

‘diatomic’

Word-internally, the cluster st is heterosyllabic in French. As a result, lax [c] as in 

(121a), but not tense [e], may precede st because of a rule known as ‘Closed Syllable 

Adjustmenf (cf. Schane 1968; Lowenstamm 1981). A (noncoronal) stop is syllabified 

as onset before [1] as in (szib). Finally, to satisfy the constraint *[V.V], which prohib- 

its hiatus, [i] loses its syllabicity before [a] as in (121c) (cf. Gougenheim 1935; John-

son 1987). The specific types of violations of these regulär syllable patterns boldfaced 

in (121 a', b', c') follow immediately from the satisfaction of the alignment con-

straints in (118). The (erroneous) impression that in French the phrase, rather than 

the Word, constitutes the domain for syllabification is presumably due to undomin- 

ated Onset, which induces cohesion for all consonant-final morphemes followed by



vowel-initial morphemes thereby causing prosodic neutralization as in (122).60

(122) a. finisjal]WORD —> ([i.nijsjal) initial ‘initial’
b. [[in]MOD[imitabl]WORD]WORD —f ([i.ni]mitabl) inimitable'inimitable’

Unlike O n s e t , the second phonological constraint triggering cohesion, the above 
mentioned constraint *[V.V], does not dominate all alignment constraints. Rather, 
cohesion results across stem boundaries as in (1224), but not across word boundaries 
as in (uzb).

(123) [[loloni]st em 1*̂ 1]h ead su ffi x Jw o r d  (kolDn[j]al)0 colonial
[[samilj^Qplaitidl^Qjy)]Wq RD > (sam[i])a(ai$id)a semi-arid

Returning to Steriade’s analysis it appears that the constraint PU: L e f t  D u r a t i o n  

mimics certain aspects o f A l i g n  (Word, L ; o ,L )  and associated C o n t a i n m e n t  effects. 
Given that the problem with Rialland’s analysis concerning syllable count, as well as 
the remaining problems in (114), can be solved within a domain analysis in which a 
single representation o f /&/ is assumed in the lexicon (cf. (119)) it is unnecessary to 
assume the lexical representation o f various (universally) nondistinctive allophones 
implied by the PU analysis. The French data therefore do not refute the notion of 
(universal) distinctiveness as an essential property o f lexical phonological structure.

Given the immense theoretical significance o f the question o f whether the PU 
analysis o f subphonemic contrast in cases like (in) is valid it is perhaps important 
to go beyond demonstrating that reference to PU constraints is superfluous and to 
present evidence for empirical inadequacy. The PU analysis fails to account for pro-
sodic consistency in that only domain-initial, but not the corresponding domain-final, 
boundary effects are expressed. Steriade mentions some relevant data in her informal 
discussion: ‘It is the relative duration o f a in [ba] and the syllable-initial properties of 
[k ] in [KatKuve] that are preserved in the corresponding schwa-less phrase [batmmve].’ 
While the relevant data could conceivably be described by positing additional PU 
constraints to describe ‘morpheme-final’ phonetics, the systematic clustering o f the 
relevant effects would not be captured (cf. the Prosodic Consistency Criterion in (81)). 
The Casual Speech Criterion in (84), if  valid, would also rule out a PU analysis as for 
instance casual [pad. ko I] ‘pas d’role’ exhibits a sound property (i.e. a heterosyllabic 
cluster [d. k ]), which occurs neither in corresponding careful pronunciation (i.e. [pa. 
dairol] nor in the casual pronunciation o f Simplexes.

Coda syllabification o f morpheme-initial d  in [pad. ko I] ‘pas d’role’, which violates 
PU: ( L e f t : D u r a t i o n ) , brings to light the major challenge for a PU based analysis, 
that is, to account for cohesion. Why do function words consisting o f a single conson- 
ant fail PU if  the following word Starts with a consonant? (Because PU: N uc forces

60 Pulgram (1970: 86) characterizes French as a language ‘in which words lose both their segmental and 
their suprasegmental identity within the cursus’ . However, the examples cited in support o f this claim 
involve cohesion to satisfy O n s e t . Regular boundary effects are observed in other contexts (cf. the distinct 
syllabification o f trois petites roues versus troispetits trous discussed by D. Jones (1931: 60)).



leftward cohesion.) Why is Steriade’s constraint PU: (Le f t : D ur a t io n ) in (115) lim-
ited to consonants? (Because high-ranking On set  causes cohesion for many vowel- 
initial morphemes.) Why is there a PU effect for final [i] in prefixes, but not in stems? 
(Because A l ig n  (Word, L; a,L) dominates *[V.V], causing cohesion o f Suffixes.) None 
o f the relevant phenomena can be explained in terms of a PU analysis but they strong- 
ly motivate a boundary approach.61

9.6 C O N C L U S I O N S

In this chapter I have argued for the necessity o f properly distinguishing PU effects 
from domain effects and have proposed various criteria for doing so. Proper distinc- 
tion o f the relevant phenomena is a crucial prerequisite for all further inquiry. PU 
effects, once they have been properly delimited, shed light on many aspects o f lexical 
structure o f major concern to linguists, including the Organization of paradigms in the 
mental lexicon and the question o f which phonetic features are represented in the lexi- 
con. Mostly false condusions will be drawn on the basis o f misclassified PU effects.

61 Unlike the French data, Steriade’s second example, the occurrence o f  a flap in capi[c]alistic, but not 
in mili[i]aristic, observed by Withgott (1982), is not a boundary effect (both words are single pwords: 
1 [capital]sTT^tistic] suf fix ]w or d  -+  (capitalistic),„, [[m ilitarls^Iistic] suf fix Iwor d  (militaristic)„. 
Instead flapping in capitalistic is a PU effect, which, as Pater (2000: 270) suggested and Davis (Ch. 5 above) 
shows in detail, affects not low-level phonetics but (lexical) foot structure.


